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Stanisław Moniuszko (1819-1872) is the father of the Polish national opera, and 

yet he is little known outside Poland. His two masterpieces, Halka and The Haunted 

Manor, are operatic works that contributed to the development of national music. 

Moniuszko composed during the middle of the nineteenth century when Poland was 

under control of the three Powers: Russia, Prussia, and Austria. A study of Polish 

history reveals the understanding of Moniuszko’s position as an artist and the role of his 

operas. The national elements portrayed in his compositions include Polish dances, such 

as the polonaise, mazurka, and krakowiak, as well as folk tunes, and most importantly, 

the libretto with social and patriotic stances. This thesis intends to enlighten English-

speakers about the development of Polish national opera, its innovator, and his 

techniques.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

   
The history of Polish music is filled with developments of musical style, and by 

the nineteenth century, many composers had developed their talents and produced 

significant works comparable to those of the finest European artists. Once the Romantic 

music of Poland is mentioned, the reader most likely is thinking of Chopin, but yet there 

was another great composer of a similar magnitude, but lesser known to non-Polish art-

lovers, Stanisław Moniuszko, regarded as the father of the Polish opera. 

Opera of the nineteenth century became a medium for composers who wished to 

create a national message through the text, music, and architecture. Although France, 

Italy and Germany had established their operatic style during the eighteenth century, the 

Eastern European countries strove for their national expression in the opera during the 

Romantic period. In Poland, a few composers took an initiative to craft a truly Polish 

opera, but not until Moniuszko did anyone use all the ingredients necessary to depict a 

national character. The building blocks of the national opera include: language, national 

themes and folk elements, poetic traditions, customs, history of the country, and musical 

structure characterized with the country or region. The ideal of the national opera is not 

only the substance of the music and the libretto, but also the political and socio-

psychological function of the opera (Golianek 2000, 123-124).  
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Moniuszko composed between the two uprisings of 1831 and 1863 when the 

Polish music performance scene lacked professionalism and the existing amateurs did not 

possess sufficient skills, but the struggle never stopped the development of music. 

Moreover, the vocal compositions worked against the censor of tsars who banned the use 

of Polish language at schools and public institutions, and later the Russification. 

Moniuszko wrote his music specifically for the Poles with hope to enrich their lives and 

help to keep their national identity (Ratajczkowa 2005, 11-16). However, both artists are 

lesser known abroad due to several reasons.  As Allison (2001) puts it, “to see great 

Polish paintings, you need to go to Poland, and the same is true if you want to hear music 

between Chopin and Szymanowski” (663). 

Although Chopin is regarded as the best Polish composer, Moniuszko is closer to 

the hearts of Poles (Allison 2001, 662). Chopin left Poland right before the November 

Uprising and was cherished by the Polish audience from afar. Moniuszko, on the other 

hand, was attached to his beloved country Poland where he lived and composed for the 

Polish public (Allison 2001, 662).  

Moniuszko’s talent did not allow him to attain the same heights of inspiration. He 
remained nearer the earth which had brought him forth and on whose soil his 
ancestors had been reared. He showed forth the pictures of this Polish earth and of 
its life from the ordinary, every-day perspective. (Jachimecki 1928, 54) 

Moniuszko is a known composer to every Pole, but although over one hundred 

years have passed, he has been poorly acknowledged on the international music scene 

due to several factors. Firstly, the political situation during Moniuszko’s life did not 

allow this great composer to reach the audiences in the West.  
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From the end of the eighteenth century until after World War I, Poland was an 
occupied country, occupied not by one but three powerful oppressors – Russia to 
the east, Prussia to the west, and Austria to the south. The confused political 
situation, in which Poland almost ceased to be considered as a separate national 
entity, obstructed the spread of Polish culture outside its frequently changing 
borders. It was even difficult, by the end of the nineteenth century, to say exactly 
what Polish culture was, so absorbed and overwhelmed had it become, especially 
by its big-brother Slav, Russia, a country Poles have always perceived – today no 
less than in the past – with a peculiar mixture of awe and disgust. (Robinson 
1982, 14) 

The Polish Romanticism was filled with national echoes in the arts, especially literature 

and music. Because the Russian oppressor banned the use of the Polish language, the arts 

took the lead in saving the Poles from losing their Polish identity. Moniuszko and 

Mickiewicz used their talents to write the most nationalistic and epic works as a tool of 

protest against the tyranny of tsars and to support a patriotic sentiment (Robinson 1982, 

15).  

Secondly, the neglect of vocal Slavonic music in the Western countries, especially 

the United States, was due to the language barrier, to which Abraham (1968) refers to as 

“the curtain,” and the fact that the Polish tongue is not often studied by the English-

speaking musicologist.  

Instrumental music, of course, penetrates the curtain with no difficulty, with the 
result that we think of Russian and Polish music as mainly instrumental. This is a 
false picture. … The language-curtain obstructs much more than the free passage 
of Slavonic music. It obstructs our knowledge of a great deal of music that would 
present no difficulty at all if we could only hear it: the older instrumental music of 
the Czechs and Poles, and their Latin church music. (Abraham 1968, 11-12) 

This “language curtain” is also evident in the lack of productions of Polish vocal works in 

English-speaking countries, mainly because Polish, and every other Slavic tongue for that 

matter, is difficult to pronounce even through the use of the IPA (Nowicki 2002, 2). 
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 In spite of the fact that Poland ceased to exist for over one hundred years, a 

significant amount of music and literature with national elements was produced as a tool 

for saving the Polish identity (Nowicki 2002, 3). However, the institutions of higher 

education were often closed by the oppressors, and this effectively impacted the future of 

Poles. Nowicki states the following facts that were possible factors for Nineteenth 

Century Polish music to be unknown in the United States: 

The huge wave of Polish immigrants that came to the United States at the turn of 
the 20th century brought with them little scholarly knowledge of the culture of 
their homeland, since Poland was virtually nonexistent for so many years. Many 
immigrants to the United States were young, and their brief experience with 
Polish culture was diluted by the several occupying nations. However, they lacked 
the resources and knowledge to effectively pass that rich culture to future 
generations, particularly those outside of their ethnic environs. (2002, 4) 

All in all, the reasons for Moniuszko’s unpopularity in the western countries and 

specifically the United States should not continue and all cultures ought to be able to 

understand and appreciate this great composer.  

Moniuszko produced two particularly significant operas: Halka and The Haunted 

Manor, and they are examples of the best operas with Polish character. The operas are 

equally important because they both portray the national character and speak to all Poles: 

Halka praises the villagers, and The Haunted Manor is the noblemen’s opera. Moniuszko 

has been compared to Smetana because they both introduced the national stance in their 

operas. However, the Czech composer expressed himself using skillful inventions in his 

opera, The Bartered Bride, while Moniuszko’s works lacked this technique, and this is 

why he was less regarded away from his motherland (Hall 2004, 49). He also has been 
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compared to Glinka and his opera with Russian elements, Ivan Susanin, but that 

composer could not match Moniuszko’s melodic invention (Swolkień 1979, 85). 

Though denied the international reputation he craved, Moniuszko performed an 
enormous service to Polish music, culture and national pride and will live forever 
in the hearts and ears of his countryman.  (Robinson 1982, 15) 
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Chapter 2 

History of the Polish People 

Partitions of Poland  

Due to her geographic location and political importance, the history of Poland is 

rich and complex. The origin of Poland is symbolized in a legend, but the true beginning 

of Polish history is assumed by historians to be AD 966, when the first Polish duke, 

Mieszko I, accepted Christianity. Over the next millennium, Polish territory shifted and 

varied in size greatly and her rulers faced different conditions of political stability. The 

most significant events of Polish history, the Partitions of Poland, influenced not only the 

political and economical status of Europe, but also contributed to the development of the 

arts in the Polish society, with her national character.  

Poland faced the paramount struggle of her independence during the second half 

of the eighteenth century. The country had been strong and prosperous for many 

generations of Polish rulers, but as the Royal Republic emerged, in 1572, the kings 

slowly were losing their powers and the gentry (szlachta) finally took over the 

Parliament. The monarchy was hereditary until 1572 when king Sigmund left no heir; 

therefore, the Diet elected the next monarch. This system was not based on any 

regulations and the Parliament could elect foreign princelings. The King was the head of 

the Executive (chief officers) and the army; however, he had no power over those officers 

and the army was so small that he could not use it for any type of action (Eversley 1973, 
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21). Only the Diet had a strong power over the politics in the country. The liberum veto 

(“I do not consent”) allowed any member of the szlachta to abolish the act, and because 

the elections were unanimous, no act has passed for almost 200 years of Polish 

government. This policy weakened the political stability in Poland; therefore, it opened 

the gates of power to Russia and Prussia (Biskupski 2000, 12-15). The Russian empress, 

Catherine II, and Friederick the Great of Prussia elected the last Polish King Stanisław 

August Poniatowski in 1764. Four years later the Polish magnates opposed the overt 

Russian interference and the insurrection known as the Confederation of Bar erupted 

(Siuchninski 1979, 46-51). 

In 1772, Russia, Prussia, and Austria, taking advantage of Poland’s insecurity, 

signed the agreement regarding the Polish land, and partitioned almost a third among 

them (Biskupski 2000, 13-21). Prussia and Russia developed a conflict concerning their 

shares, an argument regarding the access to the Baltic Sea, and specifically the city of 

commerce, Danzig. The final treaty and resolution of conflict assigned Danzig to be part 

of Poland. Prussia gained much of the north western part, and even though it was smaller 

in area and population than the shares of Russia and Austria, it had stronger political and 

economic value (Kaplan 1962, 169-173). Russia expanded their territories by “the north-

eastern corner of the ‘Western Lands,’ almost wholly White Russian, relatively poor, but 

strategically and commercially important for Russia since she now secured the whole 

eastern bank of the Dnieper and the northern bank of Dvina” (Konovalov 1945, 17). 

Austria was assigned “a part of Galicia and a portion of Podolia and Little Poland as far 

as the Vistula” (Eversley 1973, 55). The treaty on partition among the three Powers was a 

secret at first, and only later that year was it made public to the rest of Europe.   



 

Figure 1. First Partition of Poland, 1772 (newworldencyclopedia.org).  

The First Partition weakened the country, but Poland still remained in a strong 

position in Europe.  Russia continued her influential role in Polish politics as the King 

had little respect and no power. Poniatowski had realized that nothing could be done in 

terms of improvement if the Constitution remained in the archaic form; therefore, he 

called a Diet at Warsaw to make necessary changes leading to the reform of the 

Constitution. Discussions took nearly four years, and on May 3, 1791, the Diet and the 

King concluded their debates in a seven-hour long meeting. The final reform of the 

Constitution and swearing fidelity to the new regulations were the only patriotic moves of 

King Poniatowski’s reign. The Constitution of May 3rd adopted several changes that 
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would lead to the improvements in Polish administration and strengthen the country 

including establishing hereditary throne and a bicameral diet, abolishing of liberum veto, 

establishing the King’s power over the military command, and establishment of the 

Roman Catholic Church as the state religion (Eversley 1973, 66-71). 

The Constitution was received and approved not only by the provincial Dietines, 

but also it met critical acclaim from other States in Europe as it was the first step in the 

direction of democracy. Only Russia was opposed to the concept of the King’s patriotic 

movement and changes in Poland. The Empress, Catherine II, was busy with the Turkish 

war, but she planned carefully how to destroy the Constitution, spending a large amount 

of money in this bribery. The King of Prussia, on the other hand, expressed approval and 

offered a close relationship with Poland’s government. Russia, afraid of the coalition of 

the two countries and their strengthening, quickly switched her target of interest from 

Turkey to Poland (Eversley 1973, 73-82).  

During that time, French monarchs were troubled with the Revolution. Louis XVI 

and Marie Antoinette asked for support from the Austrian Emperor, Leopold. He was a 

brother of the Queen of France and very supportive of Poland’s Constitution. Prussia 

showed interest in combining the forces with Austria to intervene in France but only with 

the co-operation of the other European Powers. England did not want to participate; 

therefore, the two German powers decided to abandon the plan. Both countries signed a 

treaty that they would support Poland and her free Constitution. However, in 1792, 

Leopold of Austria died, and his death significantly changed the future of Poland 

(Eversley 1973, 83-91). 
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Francis, Leopold’s son, took the throne of Austria, but he did not care to proceed 

with his father’s policies regarding either the independence of Poland or to avert the war 

with France. Catherine II was waiting for that turn of events; therefore, she appealed to 

Frederick of Prussia with a proposal of a new partition of Poland, claiming that the new 

Constitution could cause harm to his country (Eversley 1973, 92-94). The Empress 

informed Frederick of the possible strengthening in Poland’s power once the King of 

Saxony took the crown of Poland. Frederick wrote a letter to his Ministers stating that: 

Russia is not far removed from thoughts of a new partition, and this would indeed 
be the most effectual means of limiting the power of a Polish King, whether 
hereditary or elective. I doubt, however, whether, in this case, a suitable 
compensation could be found for Austria; and wether, after such a curtailment of 
the power of Poland, the Elector of Saxony would accept the crown; yet if Austria 
could be compensated, the Russian plan would be the most advantageous for 
Prussia … This is my judgment respecting Polish affairs.  (Eversley 1973, 95) 

 

In the meantime, the two German Powers were considering the indemnities for the war in 

France which brought them into an argument and distrust.  However, Prussia was not too 

concerned as she had already made the secret pact with Russia on which parts of Poland 

she would gain in a possible partition. When the war broke out in April 1792, Catherine 

invaded Poland to destroy the new Constitution. Poland’s position was hopeless because 

the army was too small to resist the Russian invasion, and when she asked for help from 

Austria and  Prussia, based on the treaty of Polish integrity, Poland received a denial for 

both based on the circumstances regarding the war in France. In May 1792, Frederick 

announced his intentions of invading Poland and his secret pact with the Russian 

Empress. Because of the annexation of Bavaria, as the indemnity for the expense on war 
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in France, Austria had no plan for the partitions of Poland; nonetheless, Francis declared 

the abundance of his father’s policy towards Poland’s integrity (Eversley 1973, 97-106).  

 Catherine ordered 80,000 troops and 20,000 Cossacks (cavalrymen of Eastern 

Russia) to invade Poland on April 8, 1792. She also received support from a group of 

Polish magnates that were opposed to the new Constitution who formed a Diet at 

Targowitz, Poland. The King of Poland, not expecting the invasion, was not ready to 

defeat this large army. The Constitution of 1791 stated that the army should consist of 

100,000 men; however, at the time of attack, it was smaller than half that number. The 

Russian army, under General Michaił Kachowski, attacked on May 18th in three columns 

consisting of over 20,000 men each. The Polish army, under Prince Józef Poniatowski, 

tried to resist the occupant, but fell soon after defeating only one of the Kachowski’s 

columns. Yet another army occupied Vilnius with no opposition from Poland (Eversley 

1973, 107-111). The Russian Empress sent a letter to Stanisław August Poniatowski 

asking to stop the resistance or she would use help from Prussia and Austria. Poland’s 

King, now the coward, responded to Catherine with the following words: 

It is important to you to have influence in Poland, and to keep the line of march 
open, whether against the Turks or against Europe. It is important to us (the Poles) 
to bring to a close an endless revolution, and the constant interference of our 
enemies. We need, moreover, a stronger and better regulated Government than we 
have hitherto possessed. There are means of uniting all these advantages. Give us 
your grandson, the Grand Duke Constantine, as our King; give us likewise an 
eternal alliance and an advantageous treaty of commerce with your country. I will 
say no more. You need no instruction and no guidance. (Eversley 1973, 113) 

 

Catherine did not plan to dismember Poland among the three Powers, but she certainly 

demanded the total power over the subjected country and she could not accept King 
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Poniatowski’s proposal. The Empress instead asked the King to recognize the 

Confederation of Targowitz as the Government of Poland, and to restore the old 

Constitution.  With no support from other States, the Polish King decided to capitulate to 

Catherine’s requests (Eversley 1973, 114-116).  

 The Polish government lost all its powers as the Diet at Targowitz, representing 

the country, was completely ruled by the Russian Empress. However, it was not an easy 

task to keep order in such an unstable country with widely spread terrorism and 

upheavals as the reaction to the Russian insurrection. Catherine feared that Russia was 

not strong enough to keep the responsibility of ruling Poland all by herself, therefore she 

considered Frederic William (German: Wilhelm) as her faithful ally (Eversley 1973, 117-

120). 

Prussia and Austria, both engaged in the war with France, constantly negotiated 

their indemnities as the pay-off for the war expanses. Prussia requested her long awaited 

part of Poland including the province of Posen and the most influential cities: Thorn and 

Danzig. Austria, on the other hand, was as detailed with her demands but not as 

determined as Prussia. Francis debated on the acquisition of Bavaria possibly by 

exchange of Belgium, or maybe Anspach and Bayreuth, or even Alsace and Lorraine, and 

lastly a share of Poland if another partition of the country by Russia and Prussia came to 

terms.  The invasion of France by Prussia and Austria was surprisingly a complete failure 

for the aggressors. Although no one had expected their defeat, the people of France 

conquered the powerful allies, and as the result, King Louis XVI and his wife who 

betrayed the nation through bribery were sentenced to death by guillotine. Moreover, 
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Austria lost Belgium; therefore, Francis’ first demand for his indemnity exchanging 

Belgium for Bavaria was impossible (Eversley 1973, 121-130).  

After the retreat of Prussia and Austria from France, the Russian Empress 

received two claims regarding the division of the Polish lands as war indemnities, but she 

accepted only the one of Prussia. Catherine was aware of Austria’s recent policy 

regarding Poland’s union with Saxony and that Francis could restore it. She also knew 

that the two German powers, allied already in war with France, could partition Poland 

excluding Russia’s share. Therefore, Russia and Prussia came to terms to once again 

divide Polish territory, but this time without Austria. In fact, it was a secret treaty 

between the two powers signed on January 23, 1793, in St. Petersburg which came to be 

known as the second partition of Poland. Prussia seized the long awaited towns of Dazing 

and Thorn, as well as the districts of Posen, Kalisch, and Plock. Russia, on the other 

hand, gained Kiev, Minsk, and Bracclaw, as well as the greater part of Volhynia 

(Eversley 1973, 137-140). 



 

Figure 2. Second Partition of Poland, 1793 (newworldencyclopedia.org).  

Both Powers agreed that the rest of Poland’s territory should remain a vassal State 

under Russian control whose troops were already residing in the country. The Prussian 

army of 40,000, under General Wichard Mollendorf, occupied assigned Polish districts 

met little resistance. The Diet of Targowitz was naive enough to complain to Russia 

about the invasion; therefore, Catherine removed the Diet to Grodno to have better 

control over further opposition. The new Diet consisted of deputies elected by the 

Russian General Otto Igelstrom who forbade voting for the supporters of the Constitution 

of 1791, and he used bribery to win the desired votes. The Diet was fully under Russia’s 

control; however, it managed to delay the acceptance of the treaty regarding partitions of 
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Poland. This resistance did not last long as Russia sent the opposition leaders to Siberia 

and threatened a declaration of war. Stanisław, the King of Poland, signed the treaty of 

dismemberment and accepted the Russian Government as the main political force in the 

country (Eversley 1973, 140-144). 

Once the Empress had settled “peace” with Poland, she returned to her plan of 

conquering Turkey, and because the Russian army was financially supported by Poles, 

she was able to send 20,000 troops eastward under General Igelstrom. In the meantime, 

Tadeusz Kościuszko was planning a national outbreak in Poland. Kościuszko was a very 

influential Polish general involved in both the American and French Revolutions. Now 

considering that Catherine had abused the Polish army, Kościuszko had a special 

involvement in this situation while still abroad. In 1794, he took the command of the 

Polish army of 2,000 men armed with scythes, joined Antoni Madalinski’s battalion of 

similar contingent, and moved against the Russian army under General Thomasson. In 

spite of the fact that the Russian battalion consisted of trained soldiers armed with guns, 

Kościuszko won the battle at Raclawitz. Soon after a similar outbreak took place in 

Warsaw where the Polish troops defeated General Igelstrom and took over the city 

(Eversley 1973, 173-189). 

Once the Russian Empress learned about the insurrections, she immediately 

backed out from the preparation of conquering Turkey, and focused on the rebellious 

neighbor. Catherine knew that she was going to need help, so she asked the two European 

Powers, who at the time were involved in bringing down the French Revolution, to finish 

with Polish independence once and for all (Eversley 1973, 203-4). Frederick William of 
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Prussia, after long negotiations with generals and advisors, withdrew from the coalition 

against France settling the peace there, and transferred his troops to the East. With that 

decision, he lost the support from the English Government. This was a very dishonorable 

move as all of the troops he just sent to Poland had been financed by the English budget 

(Eversley 1973, 205-208).  

Austria also withdrew from the campaign in Belgium and France in order to focus 

on the possible dismemberment of the Polish land. In a letter to the Austrian Ambassador 

at St. Petersburg, the chief adviser of the Austrian Emperor said: “If Russia were to allow 

Prussian troops in Poland, we too should have to march in to secure our portion in the last 

partition” (Eversley 1973, 191). Although losing her provinces in Belgium, Austria was 

more interested in expansion of the lands in Galicia (Eversley 1973, 190-195). 

The 1794 insurrections in Poland under the command of Tadeusz Kościuszko 

played a paramount role in the developments of the French Revolution. Both Powers 

moved their aim in Poland’s direction, and by defeating the lonely England, France won 

the war gaining the provinces of Belgium and close alliance with Holland. Empress 

Catherine convinced her Allies to help with Poland’s dismemberment by promoting  the 

greedy and jealous actions of the two Powers that would dishonor them in the face of 

Europe (Eversley 1973, 212-216). 

The Russian Empress, having most of her troops in Turkey, was not able to 

suppress the Polish revolt all by herself; therefore she was forced to ask for help from the 

two Powers. The Prussian Emperor, having over 50,000 troops in Poland, was eager to 

defeat Kościuszko and take over Cracow and Warsaw. This would assure him that in the 
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case of the final partition of Poland, those two cities would be most favorable for 

Prussian possession.  Frederick William, a bold and military oriented king, gave orders to 

his army to join the Russians and crush Kościuszko’s battalion at Cracow. 

Unsurprisingly, Polish troops, consisting of soldiers and peasants armed with scythes, 

were defeated by the bigger and stronger army of the combined enemy.  Kościuszko with 

the remainder of his army, losing his position at Cracow, moved towards Warsaw where 

he was able to expand his forces by enrolling more peasants from other districts. 

Although he did not meet any support from the parties of Warsaw, Kościuszko did not 

stop believing in victory as he was “a man of very high qualities: calm and cool in the 

presence of great difficulties and dangers, inspiring great confidence in his military 

capacity, beloved by his soldiers, who called him Father Thaddeus, of irreproachable 

character, a most genuine patriot” (Eversley 1973, 214).  Frederick William, waiting for 

the Russian General Suwarrow and his army, delayed the attack on the city giving 

Kościuszko time to recover and strengthen his position. But as soon as he learned that 

Catherine was not willing to support him and that Poles were revolting in Posen, he 

retreated from Warsaw and moved towards Posen. However, this was not his most 

humiliating decision. The bold King and military man, “a few days later (…) abandoned 

the army, and returned to Berlin in bad health and in the worst of tempers” (Eversley 

1973, 218).  But Suwarrow was not too far from Poland and if the King of Prussia had 

waited a few days more, he would have been supported against the Polish insurgents and 

avoided the total humiliation (Eversley 1973, 212-220).  

General Suwarrow was a brave and determined-to-win kind of soldier who 

possessed the “two great qualities of the utmost value to a General, illimitable patience 
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and prudence in the earlier stages of manoeuvres, and extraordinary vigour and 

pertinacity when the time arrived for striking” (Eversley 1973, 220).  Suwarrow arrived 

at Brzesc on September 15th, and two days later conquered it defeating 10,000 Polish 

men. Kościuszko decided to leave Warsaw to meet Suwarrow and destroy his army, but 

he was conquered by the Russian army under General Iwan Fersen at Maciejowice before 

he reached Brzesc. Father Thaddeus “showed great personal courage, having three horses 

killed under him, was wounded and taken prisoner” (Eversley 1973, 222). The capture of 

this great Polish General had a remarkable effect on the remaining army of peasants; they 

withdrew, losing their faith in victory. A few days later another great Polish General, Jan 

Henryk Dąbrowski, was defeated by Suwarrow and the Poles were even more 

discouraged.  The conquering Russian General disarmed the opposition in Warsaw and 

Prague taking into prison the most intelligent leaders of the Polish battalions. Once again 

the Russian Empress proved her total power, or not? (Eversley 1973, 218-226) 

Negotiations on the third and final partition of Poland took several months as the 

three greedy Powers argued for their territorial demands. As soon as Prussia captured 

Cracow on June 15th, 1794, and moved their forces to conquer Warsaw, Frederick sent 

his Ambassador Towenzein to St. Petersburg with specific instructions for the final 

dismemberment of Poland. Obviously having in mind that the two cities, Cracow and 

Warsaw, would be assigned to him, the Prussian Emperor announced that Austria should 

be included in this partition.  Catherine was not in favor of his demands, and on 

September 30th, 1794, she proposed that “Austria should have the four southern 

palatinates of Poland, viz. Cracow, Snadomir, Lublin, and part of Chelm; that the Rivers 

Vistula and Bug should be her own boundary in the future, and that the residue, including 
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Warsaw and Praga, as part of that city, should be the share of Prussia” (Eversley 1973, 

233). After long negotiations and lack of agreement, Prussia suggested that Poland should 

stay intact as of the second partition. The Russian Empress and the King of Austria 

objected to it and came to an agreement between themselves. On January 3rd, 1795, the 

two powers signed the treaty regarding division of the remaining lands of Poland among 

the two Powers as the main gainers leaving to Prussia the residue, including Warsaw. 

Prussia did not want to accept that Austria would gain Cracow, so the negotiations lasted 

even longer, and not until October 24th, 1795, did the three Powers sign the third and final 

partition of Poland (see fig. 1.3). A month later the last King of Poland, Stanisław August 

Poniatowski, resigned his reign and later moved to St. Petersburg where he spent the rest 

of his life. The three greedy and treacherous Powers of Europe took the opportunity of 

destroying the weak and naive Poland which would cease to exist on the maps of Europe 

for 123 years (Eversley 1973, 228-235). 



 

Figure 3. Third Partition of Poland, 1795 (newworldencyclopedia.org).  

Nineteenth Century Poland  

In 1796, Catherine died and her son Paul took the throne of Russia. Rumor had it 

that the new Emperor was the fruit of the secret love affair between Catherine II and 

Stanisław August Poniatowski. That might explain why Paul was kind to the Poles and 

freed the Polish generals who were imprisoned by his mother. However, he did not give 

freedom to Poland, and although Prussia also released pressure on the Poles, Poland 

sought help in France in order to rebuild forces and fight for independence (Eversley 

1973, 257-258).  
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At first, the French officials could not offer enrollment to the Polish soldiers 

because the law forbade them to hire foreign troops. However, the law was changed once 

Napoleon Bonaparte became the new Emperor of France, in 1799, and the Polish legion 

joined the French military. After establishing peace with Austria, Napoleon sent a large 

army, including Polish troops, to Santo Domingo in today’s Haiti. General Charles 

Leclerc, a brother-in-law of Napoleon, led the army to fight against the rebellious 

upheavals of the General Toussaint L'Ouverture. Although Leclerc was successful at first, 

a plague of yellow fever slew him and his battalion (Eversley 1973, 259). 

 Napoleon knew that Polish troops were ready to join the French army for yet 

another expedition, but Kościuszko expressed opposition to the idea of Poles fighting for 

any other cause than Poland’s freedom. He said: “What! Despotism for despotism! The 

Poles have enough of it at home, without going so far to purchase it at the price of their 

blood” (Eversley 1973, 260). Poles, however, kept the faith that France and Napoleon’s 

recent conquests were the answer to regaining autonomy. Therefore, in 1806, when 

Napoleon Bonaparte planed to invade Prussian Poland, the Polish and Lithuanian troops 

defeated the Prussians and later that month of November, they welcomed the French 

Emperor in Posen. Napoleon was inspired by the initiative of the Poles and their eager 

motivation and belief in restoring Polish sovereignty.  In June of 1807, after conquering 

the provinces allotted to Prussia during the Second Partition of Poland and defeating the 

Russians at Friedland, Napoleon came to an agreement with the Russian Tsar Alexander I 

signing the Treaty of Tilsit which, two days later, was joined and cosigned by Prussia. As 

a part of that Treaty, Napoleon established a Duchy of Warsaw (Księstwo Warszawskie), 

a subordinated state to France ruled by the King of Saxony, Frederic Augustus I. 



However, the Duchy gave Poles great hope of regaining the independence of the Polish 

Kingdom especially because the Parliament consisted of native Poles and the army was 

led by Prince Józef Antoni Poniatowski. In 1807, the area of the Duchy covered the 

provinces of the Prussian part of Poland including Posen and Warsaw, but after the short 

war with Austria in 1809, the Duchy expanded its territories southwards gaining Cracow 

(Eversley 1973, 260-264). 

 

Figure 4. Księstwo Warszawskie (Duchy of Warsaw), 1809-1815 

(newworldencyclopedia.org).  
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 In 1812, Poles saw a chance to restore their country when Napoleon declared war 

on Russia. Because the Polish troops were mobilized to fight the Russian enemy, the 

French Emperor needed them in order to strengthen his army before he invaded Russia. 

Therefore, 80,000 Polish troops under the command of Poniatowski joined the Grande 

Armée of Napoleon who expressed his intensions as follows: 

In my situation I have many interests to conciliate and many duties to perform. If 
I had reigned at the time of the first, second, or third partitions of Poland, I would 
have armed all my people to support you. … I love your nation. During the last 
sixteen years I have seen your soldiers at my side in the fields of Italy, as well as 
those of Spain. I applaud all that you have done; I sanction the efforts you wish to 
make; I will do everything in my power to second your resolutions. … I have 
always used the same language since my first appearance in Poland. I must add 
here that I have guaranteed Austria the integrity of her States, and that I cannot 
authorize any design or step that may tend to disturb her in the peaceable 
possession of the Polish provinces which remain under her power. (Eversley 
1973, 265) 

 

No good came from the French invasion as bad winter and the ambitious Russian army 

defeated the aggressors bringing down not only Napoleon but also the Duchy of Warsaw 

(Eversley 1973, 264-265).  

 Soon after the war, Napoleon Bonaparte was sent to Elba and the European 

Powers met in Vienna to discuss the future political map of Europe, particularly 

concerning the lands of the Duchy of Warsaw. The Congress of Vienna was held by the 

Austrian statesmen Klemens Wenzel von Metternich and lasted from November, 1814, to 

July, 1815. Many European rulers were present at the conference, but the decisions were 

made by the three Powers including Russia, Prussia, and Austria (Eversley 1973, 270-
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274).  After months of debates, the final decision was made and the Duchy of Warsaw 

(Poland) was dismembered for the fourth time among the Great Powers as follows:  

Galicia was restored to Austria, with the exception of the city of Cracow, and its 
surrounding district, which was constituted as an independent republic, 
guaranteed by the Great Powers. The Polish province of Posen, together with the 
cities of Danzig and Thorn, were given again to Prussia, who was content with 
about a third of Saxony, in place of the part of Poland which she had acquired in 
1795, including the city of Warsaw. The residue of the Grand Duchy of Warsaw 
was placed under the suzerainty of Russia, with the proposal of the Emperor. It 
included Warsaw and the districts taken from Prussia. Russia also retained 
Lithuania and the other Slav provinces of the old Kingdom of Poland. (Eversley 
1973, 275) 

 

The rulers of Russia and Prussia proclaimed their intentions towards the Poles inhabiting 

the partitioned lands as they had to obey the laws and the Constitution provided by the 

monarchs. The King of Prussia prohibited the use of any language in public transaction 

other than German; nonetheless, the Poles could keep their religion, personal rights and 

properties (Eversley 1973, 275-278).  

 For the next one hundred years Poles were under the pressure of the three 

neighboring Powers trying to maintain their national character. Initially, Tsar Alexander 

was the most lenient to the Poles under the Russian Constitution, but unfortunately he 

appointed his brother, Constantine Pavlovich who had no sympathy to the Poles, as a 

leader of the army. Poles paid respect to Tsar Alexander because he was the only man at 

the Congress of Vienna who stood in the name of Poland, and offered to create the 

Kingdom of Poland and crowned himself as the emperor. Prince Adam Czartoryski 

presented the Tsar with a new Constitution based on the one from 1791, and although 

many would disbelieve it, in 1818, Alexander the Emperor adhered to it without a second 
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thought. Most importantly the new Constitution secured the Polish language as the only 

one to be used. Other regulations included:  

No person could be arrested and imprisoned otherwise than by legal process. 
Freedom of the Press and religious toleration were assured. The army, consisting 
of 20,000 infantry and 6,000 cavalry, was to be a national one, under the 
command of a General appointed by the Tsar. The Viceroy was to be either a 
member of the royal family of Romanoff or a Pole. All appointments, civil and 
military, were reserved for Poles. (Eversley 1973, 283-4) 

 In spite of Tsar Alexander’s good intentions, Poles were not satisfied with the 

politics of the Kingdom as Constantine, the tyrant General, did not consent to the new 

Constitution, and when in 1825 Alexander died, he was succeeded by his youngest 

brother, Nicholas, “a true autocrat without any popular sympathies” (Eversley 1973, 

287). Even though the new Tsar sanctioned the Constitution granted by his brother, he 

did not comply with any of its regulations, and with time, he extended the autocratic laws 

of Russia into the Kingdom of Poland. A new wave of disappointment and insecurity 

began to spread among the Poles, and on November 29, 1830, a group of conspirators 

under the lead of Cadet Piotr Wysocki invaded the Belweder Palace where Constantine 

Pavlovich resided. This rebellious act inspired Poles throughout the Congress Kingdom 

(Kingdom of Poland) to take control over their local governments and to oppose to the 

autocrat Russian officers (Eversley 1973, 288-289).    

 General Józef Chłopicki was the leader of the Polish army which consisted of the 

troops and civilians, mainly townspeople, and he also became known as the Dictator of 

the Uprising. At first he approached Tsar Nicholas I with peaceful negotiations to accept 

the Constitution, but the Tsar was not aware of the strength and mobilization of the Poles 

and he refused to cooperate. In the meantime the Parliament stated that a National 
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Uprising against Russia was in the effect.  The Emperor Nicholas ordered the Polish 

troops to surrender, but General Józef Chłopicki who did not believe in the rebellious 

upheaval, immediately resigned and Prince Michał Gedeon Radziwiłł took the lead of the 

Polish army. Because the newly formed government of Prince Adam Jerzy Czartoryski 

did not comply with the will of Tsar Nicholas, the union was broken and Poland stood for 

her own right of independence declaring war on Russia. Tsar Nicholas I sent 120,000 

troops under Marshal Hans Karl von Diebitsch, and although the Polish army was 

victorious in many battles including the Battle of Stoczek and the Battle of Olszynka 

Grochowska, the Russian army was invincible and put down the insurrection. The 

uprising fell also because the Polish army suffered from a lack of support by the peasants, 

lack of faith in victory, indecision and weak leaders, and indifference of European 

countries (Eversley 1973, 289-291).      

After Diebitsh died of cholera, Ivan Paskievich became the commander of the 

Russian army. Both Nicholas I and Marshal Paskievich never shared sympathy for the 

Poles, and after the fall of the rebellious November uprising initiated by the Polish 

conspirators, they issued malicious changes in the Kingdom. The period in Polish history 

between 1831 and 1856, is called the Paskievich Night due to the repression and terror 

that he imposed on the Polish population (Eversley 1973, 292-300). 

In 1832 the Constitution accorded by Alexander was formally annulled. The Diet 
was abolished. The Polish language was proscribed. The Government 
departments in Poland were made branches of the Civil Service in Russia, and 
received their orders from St. Petersburg. The Polish army was merged in that of 
Russia. Russians were appointed to all posts of any importance, civil and military. 
The Russian system was introduced into the Polish tribunals. A strict censorship 
of the Press was established. Arbitrary arrests became the usual order of the day. 
Everything was done to suppress the Roman Catholic Church. Their convents 
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were closed. Their property was secularized. The Polish language was forbidden 
in the churches. The schools, such as existed, ceased to be Polish. The instruction 
was to be in the Russian language. Russification was enforced in every possible 
way. (Eversley 1973, 292) 

 

Tsar Nicholas made every possible amendment to remove Poland and Polish culture once 

and for all, and until his death in 1855 Poles lived under his regiment.  The most 

devastating decisions that he made, among others, was the attempt of the cultural 

destruction by the closure of the Universities in Warsaw and Vilnius and the 

Rusiffication that included the prohibition of the use of the Polish language as well as 

banned education of Polish history and Catholicism.  Because of those restrictions, Poles 

started what was called the Great Emigration as a large number of them left the country 

and settled in England, Belgium, or Switzerland. Although the people greeted them with 

enthusiasm, the authorities regarded Poles as potential rebels and many times ordered 

them to return to the Kingdom. In the meantime, the Three Powers tightened their policy 

to avoid another rebellion by signing an agreement to join forces to fight against the 

Polish insurgents (Eversley 1973, 293).      

 After the deaths of Emperor Nicholas I and Marshal Ivan Paskievich the course of 

Russian policy had not changed vastly. Tsar Alexander II did not abandon the politics of 

his predecessor at once, but he was more merciful towards the Poles as he implemented 

several changes that could lead to the Polish autonomy. However, these “reforms and 

promises came too late. Already Poland was seething with disaffection and discontent. 

Secret societies again multiplied in the towns. At Warsaw a secret revolutionary tribunal 
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was established, which issued decrees, and directed the assassination of obnoxious 

Russians. Another outbreak became imminent” (Eversley 1973, 294).  

 On January 22, 1863, the most paramount insurrection in Polish history broke out, 

later called the January Uprising.  Nearly all classes of Polish society joined into forming 

a great group of conspirators that bravely faced the 100,000 man Russian army. In 

February 1863, the rebellions fired up in Lithuania, Belarus, Latvia, and Ukraine making 

the Russian army weaker. However, after fighting over a thousand battles and despite 

initial success, the Russian Empire put down the insurrections in May of 1864. After the 

collapse, Poles were deprived of any autonomy given by Tsar Alexander II in 1861, and 

faced an even crueler regime and Russification.   

Every effort was again renewed to stamp out the Polish nationality, and to 
extinguish its language and religion. Roman Catholicism was vigorously attacked. 
The Church was deprived of its revenues. Three-fourths of the monasteries were 
suppressed. The village priests became salaried officers of the State. The land 
belonging to the Church was put up for sale, and only Russians were allowed to 
bid for it. (…) In 1869 the Russian language only was prescribed for all official 
transactions. The use of the Polish language was forbidden in the churches and 
schools, in newspapers, over shop doors, and even in private conversations. 
(Eversley 1973, 299-300)  

 

The Polish provinces in Prussia were also under the invader’s suppression; 

however, in contrast to the Russian rigor, it was limited by the Prussian law that obeyed 

the treaty of the Congress of Vienna. Not until 1871, when the German Empire was 

established, changes of similar impact on Polish nationality started to occur. Otto von 

Bismarck, a Chancellor of the new nation, saw the impact of the Church on society as a 

dangerous factor, and for that reason he issued an anti-Catholic campaign known as 
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“Kulturkampf launched in Germany in order to integrate and centralize the Reich against 

centrifugal, particularist tendencies of regionalism and Catholicism” (Wandycz 1974, 

228).  This policy did not affect the Poles as immensely as one could suspect, and 

although Germanization occurred in the Polish provinces, the Catholic Church became 

the main character of Polish national self-determination. In 1886, the authorities made 

efforts to take over the estates of the Polish landowners which were the material roots of 

Polish spirit and therefore resulted in a total Germanization (Wandycz 1974, 228-238).  

In Austria, on the other hand, the Poles and their nationality were not troubled as 

much as in Russia or Prussia which resulted from the autonomy conceded to Galicia in 

1867. The main benefits of the Poles in Galicia included the use of Polish language in 

public administrations and schools, celebration of Polish national holidays, and religious 

freedom (Eversley 1973, 302-304).   

Although Galicia enjoyed “freedom,” the partitioned Poland was not in favor of 

the occupant in general, and the hope for liberty never left the Polish minds. By the end 

of the nineteenth century the political balance in Europe was unsecured as the growing 

nationalism brought aggression and resulted in international conflicts on a global scale 

(Porter 2000, 60-67).   
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Chapter 3 

History of Polish Music 

Polish Music before the Nineteenth Century 

Polish music history begins with the Slavic tribes before Christianity. During that 

time music was an important part of the tribal ceremonies including weddings. “Oj 

chmielu” is an example of a pagan wedding song that has survived to the present day. It 

is built on a pentatonic scale, and today the text comes in several versions. Although the 

music of early Slavic tribes was primarily vocal, historians’ research shows that 

instrumental music was also developing. The primitive instruments including pipes, 

drums, and horns were used to accompany dancing (Sulikowski 1944, 39-42). 

Not until the adoption of Christianity by Mieszko I in 966, did Polish music begin 

to develop in a new direction.  

The monks that came to Christianize the pagan Poles brought their liturgical 
books, and most importantly, Gregorian chant, plainsong, to Poland. They came 
from the West, from Rome, and greatly influenced the entire culture, and the 
general course of Polish music that was to follow.  (Nowicki 2002, 15) 

 Although at first, the music of the newly Christianized Poles was mainly sacred and sung 

in Latin, in about the thirteenth century the first, as known today, Polish plainchant was 

composed, Bogurodzica, “The Mother of God.”  This song was purely related to 

Gregorian chant: unaccompanied, monophonic, without a fixed meter, and written in 



neumes. It was a battle hymn of the Polish knights and the first national anthem 

(Schaeffer 1987, 20-22).  

 

Figure 5. Bogurodzica manuscript, 1407 (Schaeffer 1987, 21).  

During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries sacred music with Polish text was 

more accessible and dozens of Polish plainsongs have survived to the present day. 

Alongside the sacred music, Polish secular and instrumental music were developing 

slowly. Courtly musicians were present at the wedding of the Jagiellons monarchs, 
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Jadwiga and Władysław II Jagiełło, in fourteenth century in Cracow, Poland (Schaeffer 

1987, 22). 

During the lifetime of Zofia Holszanska, King Jagiello’s fourth wife whom he 
married in 1422, a royal band was established which consisted of musicians and – 
in all probability – a three-part capella choir that sung during court masses. 
(Obniska 1979, 27) 

Organ music also became popular and its first known Polish composer was Mikołaj z 

Radomia (Nicholas from Radom). His most outstanding compositions include 

Magnificat for three voices and several offices and parts of masses with the smooth 

melodic line and reflective liricysm of Guillaume Dufay (Obniska 1979, 28).  

 During Poland’s “Golden Age,” the Renaissance period, besides growing 

humanism and scientific inventions, primarily Mikołaj Kopernik (Nicolaus Copernicus) 

and his work entitled De revolutionibus orbium coelestium (“On the Revolutions of the 

Celestial Spheres”), Polish music flourished as well (Obniska 1979, 29). The 

Burgundian and later the Franco-Flemish Schools influenced Polish composers thanks to 

the growing abilities of traveling throughout Europe. Also, the marriage of Polish King 

Zygmunt I the Old to Italian Princess Bona Sforza contributed widely to Italian 

influences on Polish composers. King Zygmunt I the Old was fond of music; and, in 

1543, he established the court’s vocal ensemble, Rorantists, employed by the Royal 

Chapel of his castle in Cracow, Wawel (Schaeffer 1987, 38-39).  

The Rorantists’ tasks included “singing God the Highest” every day (with the 
exception of Advent) at the Mass on the Annunciation with the Rorate Caeli  part, 
hence their name – Rorantists. They also sung during High Mass on the most 
important liturgical holidays such as Easter, Christmas, Pentecost and the six 
feasts of Our Lady. Although the founding document is dated 1540, the Rorantists 
inaugurated their activity with their first performance three years later, on Sunday 
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19 August 1543. Early in 1543, King Zygmunt the Old recommended Mikołaj of 
Poznań to Archbishop Piotr Gamrat for the position of Head of the Rorantists. 
The Rorantists’ repertoire reflects the history of the Polish polyphony à capella. In 
1872, the Rorantists’ activity was suspended. (katedrawawelska.pl)  

In Polish instrumental music of the High Renaissance, as with the rest of Europe, 

the lute was the major solo instrument. The best known Polish lutenists of the time, 

including Wojciech Długoraj and Jakub Polak, often performed Polish dances, proving 

the development of the Polish national elements in music (Schaeffer 1987, 39). The 

Polish dances of the sixteenth century were highly regarded throughout Europe.  Erhard 

(1975) says, “They must have a specifically national character since numerous foreign 

collections from the 16th and 17th century contain such terms as chorea polonica, balletto 

polacco, etc” (Erhard 1795, 15). 

 The Polish Renaissance period raised the three most influential composers: 

Wacław of Szamotuły, Mikołaj Gomółka, and Marcin Leopolita. All three of the Polish 

composers were employed at the court of Zygmunt II August, and their music was 

comparable to the great European masters including Josquin des Pres and Orlando di 

Lasso. Wacław of Szamotuły (ca. 1526-1560) was not only a skilled composer, but also a 

poet and philosopher. His motets were highly recognized abroad as two out of three were 

published in Nuremberg: In te, Domine, speravi (1554) and Ego sum pastor bonus 

(1564). The most important work of Polish Renaissance music was printed in 1580, 

Melodie na psałterz polski, a collection of melodies to Psalms of David composed by 

Mikołaj Gomółka (1535-1591) and previously translated into Polish by the most 

recognized poet of the time, Jan Kochanowski. The four-part Psalms depict a simple 

explicit form and texture based on folklore and dances which made them accessible to all 
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Poles (Obniska 1979, 33-34). Gomółka was a vocalist and instrumentalist; he played the 

flute and the trumpet and, as a composer, he possessed skills of innovative musical 

treatments. 

Gomółka was one of the first composers to use popular songs and anthems in his 
melodical material. He ranked among the most-daring innovators, and was the 
first European composer to introduce into musical fabric the chord of the 
dominant seventh, and he even used the chord of ninth. (Łabuński 2002) 

Marcin Leopolita (1540-1589) was most known for his five-part Easter Mass setting, and 

sacred motets. The Missa Paschalis was based on four Polish Easter songs that utilized 

folk elements and rich beautiful polyphonies (Obniska 1979, 38).   

 The Baroque music in Poland developed in direct relation to historical events. The 

Baroque Period falls into a period of Polish political instability caused by the weak 

decentralized government. The last monarch of the Jagiellonian Dynasty, King Zygmunt 

August, died in 1572 and left no heir. The Polish gentry gained power; therefore, the 

political situation was changing immensely throughout the seventeenth century. Wars and 

the elected monarchs brought chaos in all areas of cultural life, literature, and arts. The 

center of music moved with the King, Zygmunt III Waza, from Cracow to Warsaw 

(Obniska 1979, 45-46). The court ensemble consisted of twenty Polish musicians and 

also accomplished musicians from Italy including Asptilio Pacelli, Tarquinio Merula, 

Luca Marenzio, Giovani F. Anerio, and Marco Scacchi. King Zygmunt was fond of 

Italian composers, but with time more Polish musicians joined the court’s Royal 

Ensemble. The origin of the Polish opera lies in the early 1600s and its primary composer 

was Scacchi (ca. 1600 -1662) who was the conductor of the court orchestra for 25 years 

(Schaeffer 1984, 55). Scacchi is also credited for orchestrating the polychoral sacred 
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works intended to be sung a capella at first and commissioned by Wojciech Baranowski, 

the court’s primate. His most outstanding work, a mass for four choirs, was written in 

honor of the coronation of the newly elected King Jan II Kazimierz Waza (Nowicki 2002, 

61). 

During the coronation ceremony (17 January 1649) the royal cappella performed 
Missa omnium tonorum for four choirs by Marco Scacchi, who remained in 
Poland as the royal maestro di cappella only another few months. His Iudicium 
Cribri musici was published by Piotr Elert’s printing works in Warsaw, probably 
in 1649, and his Canones Nonnulli Super Arias quasdam Musicales Domini 
Christophori Werneri came out in Koenigsberg the same year, after which 
Scacchi departed for Italy. (Przybyszewska 2007, 13) 

After Scacchi’s departure to Italy, his assistant, Bartłomiej Pękiel, served the court as the 

head of the Royal Ensemble (Obniska 1979, 53). Przybyszewska (2007) states that 

although he was not employed for this position until 1653, Pękiel “intensified his activity 

as composer. His polychoral concertato Masses – Missa Concertata La Lombardesca and 

Missa a 14 were probably composed during that time” (13). He was also the author of 

Audite Mortales, a composition in oratorio form for six voices and instrumental 

accompaniment (Obniska 1979, 53).  

 Although Pękiel played a paramount role as an instrumentalist, early Baroque 

instrumental music was enriched by other Polish composers including Adam Jarzębski, 

Marcin Mielczewski, and Stanisław Sylwester Szarzyński. Adam Jarzębski (1590-1649) 

was a violin virtuoso, as well as poet, writer, and an architect. He traveled to Berlin and 

Italy before settling at the court of King Zygmunt III Waza. He was first recognized in 

Berlin, in 1612, where he was a well paid member of the chapel of Johann Siegmund 

Hohenzollern (Obniska 1979, 47-48). Nowicki (2002), in her dissertation, states that 
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Jarzębski stayed in Italy only for one year, but it was long enough to inspire the 25 year-

old composer to write with an Italian taste.  

Jarzebski’s travels to Germany and Italy influenced his compositions. Several of 
his concerti bear the names of German cities in their titles: Berlinesa, 
Norimberga, Konigsberga, Kustrinella, and Spandese. Also, his concertos for two 
voices are transcribed from vocal works of Italian masters, including Merulo, 
Palestrina, Lasso, and Gabrieli. It is assumed he encountered the new basso 
continuo style in Italy. Owning to this experience, Jarzebski was among the first 
composers in Poland and, indeed, in Central Europe, to write in this new 
instrumental style. (51) 

Jarzębski’s output consists mostly of instrumental music besides two vocal works, and 

among his compositions the most regarded are Canzoni e concerti written in 1627 

(Obniska 1979, 47). The manuscript of these works was lost in 1939, during the Second 

World War, but a copy made by Maria Szczepanska, a musicologist, has survived 

(Nowicki 2002, 53). These works are for two, three, and four instruments, and they play 

an important role in the development of chamber music in Poland (Obniska 1979, 48).  In 

his concerti, Jarzębski utilizes the Chromatica technique of Monteverdi and Frescobaldi 

who introduced this practice by implementing the chromatic passages in the main themes 

of their compositions. According to Obniska (1979), some of the Canzoni e concerti 

contain dance rhythms and others depict national elements. The Canzona Secunda, the 

twenty-fifth piece of the collection, uses the Polish Christmas carol, Nuż my, dziatki, 

zaśpiewajmy z weselem (Let Us Children Sing with Glee), and is written for four voices. 

Although in the style of contemporary Italian music, Jarzębski’s compositions 

contributed to the development of Polish instrumental music (Obniska 1979, 48).  

 Marcin Mielczewski (c.1600-1651), was among the most notable instrumental 

composer at the Royal Chapel, and later also a conductor at the Royal Ensemble of King 
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Władysław IV Waza, son and successor of King Zygmunt III Waza. Highly regarded for 

his canzoni, similar to Jarzębski’s sectional form, Mielczewski was the first Polish 

composer to write them in the Italian concertato style (Obniska 1979, 50-52). As in the 

fashion of Jarzębski, he implemented native elements by quoting the rhythms of the 

Polish dances: mazurka and polonaise (Szeykowski 1970, 111).  

 Stanisław Sylwester Szarzyński (dates of birth and death are not known) is 

regarded as the most talented of the Polish Baroque composers, and like Mielczewski, he 

also wrote in concertato style. His compositions are primarily sacred, written for voices 

and instruments, except for the singular instrumental work, sonata di chiesa, written for 

two violins and organ (Obniska 1979, 56-57). Musicologists refer to this work as a 

masterpiece due to its beauty as a result of “the unique melodic invention, and the dense, 

mature, ardently expressive sound of the violins” (Obniska 1979, 57). Szarzyński’s most 

remarkable compositions are solo concertos for voice and instruments, and particularly 

Jesu spes mea written for soprano, two violins, and continuo. Obniska (1979) describes it 

as follows:  

It is expressive, profoundly calm, rather melancholy and meditative with a broad, 
flowing character. The fine melodic line, in which there is no single banal tone, is 
in keeping with a subtle sound picture of the whole composition. (Obniska 1979, 
57) 

Szarzyński, like Jarzębski and Mielczwski, also incorporated native elements into his 

compositions especially by quoting the Polish hymns (Obniska 1979, 57).  

 In the mid 1600’s Polish music started to decline as a result of historical events 

including the Cossack insurrection (1648-1657), the Russo-Polish war known as the 
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Thirteen Years’ War (1654-1667), and the Swedish invasion (1655). A number of 

musicians left Poland and others died of the plague which raged in Warsaw at that time. 

Among those that emigrated were the a capella singers including Kaspar Förster, 

Giovanni Battista Jacobelli, Deodato Barochio, as well as the maestro di cappella 

Bartłomiej Pękiel (Przybyszewska 2007).  

 Not until 1657, after the end of Swedish occupation, was court music 

reestablished by Jacek Różycki, a former student of Scacchi who served as the head of 

the court’s musical ensembles for forty six years. In 1658, Pękiel returned from Vienna 

and settled, this time in Cracow, where he directed the vocal-instrumental ensemble at 

Wawel Cathedral (Przybyszewska 2007). Nowicki (2002) states that he “abandoned the 

sumptuous concertante style that he so skillfully embraced earlier and concentrated 

writing in the old style of a capella choral polyphony” (63). She further explains that this 

change was very common to most of the composers as a result of tightened 

pronouncement on music in the Catholic Church (63-64). 

 The last prominent Polish composer of the Baroque period was Grzegorz 

Gerwazy Gorczycki (c.1667-1734). He attended the Conservatory of Prague where he 

attained a music and theology degree and moved to Cracow where he took vows in 1692. 

He was first appointed to teach theology in Chełmno, Pomerania, and in 1698, he was 

relocated to Cracow where he became the choirmaster of the Wawel Cathedral. 

Gorczycki’s music resembles both the old and the new style, and his a capella 

compositions utilize the Renaissance technique with cantus firmus as the basis for his 

masses with the mellismatic melodies similar to those of Palestrina. Other works are in 
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concertante style resembling Bach’s and Handel’s masterful contrasts (Obniska 1979, 57-

59).  

 The Age of Enlightenment emerged in Poland at the time of King Poniatowski’s 

reign and increasing political and economical instability. The chaos caused by the 

invasions of the three Powers during the late eighteenth century resulted in the decline of 

the Polish arts, and perhaps most noticeably, music (Nowicki 2002, 75-78). Nowicki, in 

her research, also states that there is no evidence of the Classical Era in the Polish history 

of music. She then writes:  

Presumably this is because Poland was simultaneously impacted by the ideas of 
the Age of Reason and the new pre-Romantic tendencies surfacing at this time. 
More specifically, in Polish music the tendencies to classical moderation, 
regularity, clarity, and cosmopolitanism in Poland overlapped with the tendencies 
toward sentimentalism and its implications of artistic freedom. In particular, the 
latter manifested itself in an opposition to classical norms, new forms versus 
stereotypical patterns, and nationalism versus cosmopolitanism. (78) 

While the artists of Western Europe were experiencing symmetry and balance, 

restrained emotions and clarity of ideas, Polish composers lacked this opportunity for 

several reasons. First and foremost, the political and economical situation in the Kingdom 

caused a decline in education and further no support came from the King. Poniatowski 

did in fact establish the Commission of National Education (Komisja Edukacji 

Narodowej) in 1773; however, the King and Parliament (Sejm) lost control over the 

school system to the Russian authorities at the Confederation of Targowica. Second, King 

Poniatowski was not as interested in supporting music as he was fond of the literary arts 

and architecture. And although he did reinstate the Royal Chapel and opera, further 

developments in music did not occur under his reign. Third, unlike the common practice 
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of the monarchs in the Western Europe, the Polish King and the Princes did not follow 

the tradition of the patronage system.  The revival of the Royal Chapel mentioned above 

included foreign composers as its leaders. Fourth, no gifted composers were noted during 

this period, and there was a lack of professional musicians due to limited education. 

Therefore, comparable to the greatest masters of the First Viennese School, the Polish 

music arena was empty for decades to come. In spite of the restricted possibilities for 

Polish composers to bloom their talents and imagination, the opera house remained 

popular during that time (Nowicki 2002, 79-80).  

The Polish Enlightenment was evident when national art emerged due to the 

struggle for freedom. Polish composers often quoted folk tunes in their works as a 

patriotic statement, a fight against a loss of national identity. Most importantly, the 

peasants played a paramount role in carrying the traditions of Poland by cultivating 

national dances, folklore, and the language. The bourgeois, on the other hand, contributed 

to the development of music centers and music academies that produced a number of 

professional musicians. Aristocrats became connoisseurs of music, and although they 

were considered amateurs, such composers as Michał Kleofas Ogiński (1765-1833) and 

Antoni Henryk Radziwiłł (1755-1833) they left remarkable works of art. (Nowicki 2002, 

80-81).  

The symphonic composers of the Polish eighteenth century were not recognized 

for their works until the second half of the twentieth century. The West European music 

arena consisting of such great composers as Haydn and Mozart overshadowed the Polish 

symphonic literature.  
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The symphonic composers were mainly local musicians who serviced as the 
vocal/instrumental kapela, the local band, or the neighborhood magnate’s 
residence. It is argued, therefore, that their works should not be held to 
international standards, but appreciated as unpretentious works of art that are 
interesting for their unique innovations. (Nowicki 2002, 82)  

Although few significant symphonic composers were produced, we do know several 

minor figures including A. Haczewski (dates and the first name unknown), Bazyli  

Bohadanowicz (c. 1745-1819), Karol Piotrowski (dates unknown), Jakub Gołąbek (1739-

1789), Antoni Milwid (dates unknown), and Wojciech Dankowski (1762-1820). Most, if 

not all, of these composers were influenced by the great masters of Vienna, and 

composed in the form of the newly evolved sonata cycle (Abraham 1985, 113-121).  

During the late eighteenth century, Polish composers of symphonies as well as 

other instrumental genres often stated the patriotic character by implementing national 

dances in stylized forms such as the polonaise, mazurka, and krakowiak (Nowicki 2002, 

87). The Polish dances’ patterns are directly related to the spoken Polish language and its 

regional variant.  

Polish folk music structure has a definite downbeat and a falling sequence of 
rhythmic phrase which distinguishes it from west and central European structures. 
At the same time, the typical initial accent has changed in many regions 
progressively into a paroxytonic one. Unlike west European languages, the Polish 
language does not stress differences between accented and non-accented syllables, 
and is governed by a strong syllabism. A correspondence between a sequence of 
syllables and their time units is strictly preserved. In the final result, the system 
has a more quantitative than qualitative character; and the rhythmic motifs are 
structurally fixed in the frame of the bars, starting on the strong beats and 
finishing on the weak. Most characteristic, however, is the tendency to divide the 
narration into equal time units while groups of language accents preserve a similar 
time quantity, (Czekanowska 1990, 193) 

Polish language, however, transformed though centuries and shifted the accents from the 

strong to the weak beat creating syncopation or dotted rhythms. The rhythmic patterns, 



meter, and even tempo of the Polish language are fundamental to the understanding of the 

specific character of the Polish dances (Czekanowska 1990, 192-194).  

The polonaise, Polonez or chodzony in Polish, and also called alla polacca in 

Italian, was the most popular Polish dance in ¾ time. 

 

Figure 6. Typical rhythm of the polonaise (Szeykowski 1979, 105).  

This ceremonial dance was very popular during the second half of the eighteenth century 

especially in orchestral versions. The first composers that promoted the orchestral 

polonaise were Jan Stephani and Józef Elsner who wrote them for theatre and court 

concerts (Nowicki 2002, 88). Soon after, in the beginning of the nineteenth century, with 

the growing popularity of the piano, those orchestral polonaises were transcribed for the 

newly developed instrument and became a very popular genre in three-part da capo form. 

One of the most outstanding composers of this genre was Michał Kleofas Ogiński, best 

known for his Pożegnanie Ojczyzny (Farewell to the Fatherland) polonaise.  

Oginski’s works are significant to the Polish music history, as they embody all of 
the elements of sentimentalism and are the first piano miniatures in a stylized 
dance form to express a particular mood. (Nowicki 2002, 88)  

Karol Kazimierz Kurpiński (1785-1857) and Maria Szymanowska (1789-1831) were also 

known Polish composers of the miniature polonaise genre with an influence of the 

Viennese sonatina. Kurpiński favored the melodic inventions, and Szymanowska, famed 

pianist, included virtuosic passages (Nowicki 2002, 89). 
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The polonaises not only influenced the domestic composers, but also played an 

important role in the compositions of the great and lesser known foreign composers.  

Very familiar to us indeed is the polonaise in the form of a rondo from Mozart’s 
D-major Sonata for piano, and we often hear it performed at the present day. But 
nobody remembers the composer Johann Schobert, a contemporary of Mozart, 
whose graceful polonaises were then very fashionable. While the Polish Kingdom 
was being delimited by the Congress of Vienna, Beethoven wrote a polonaise for 
the Piano and offered it to the Russian empress as an artistic homage for which he 
obtained a “noble reward.” (Jachimiecki 1920, 557)  

The mazurka, Mazur in Polish, was another stylized dance miniature in ¾ time 

and was as popular as the polonaise. Its basic rhythmic figure is comprised of two eighth 

notes followed by two quarter notes, and the accent falls on the second beat due to the 

accent shift in the spoken language around the sixteenth century. The name Mazur 

(mazurka) comes from the place of the dance’s origin Mazury (Mazovia), North-East 

Poland (Czekanowska 1990, 195). Although very popular among European composers, 

the mazurka is often associated with Chopin who followed the tradition of Ogiński, 

Kurpiński, and Szymanowska (Nowicki 2002, 89). In her essay on mazurkas, 

Trochimczyk states: 

An important fact in the history of the mazurka is its appearance in the Polish 
national anthem. Mazurek Dąbrowskiego (Dąbrowski Mazurka) was created in 
1797 as a Song of the Polish Legion for the troops of General Jan Dąbrowski, 
serving Napoleon during his conquest of Europe with the hope of regaining 
Poland's independence. The melody of the anthem is of anonymous, folk origin; 
the text was penned by Józef Wybicki. Thus, the fast-paced, energetic dance 
became a national symbol in several distinct ways. (2000)  

The krakowiak, a stylized dance in duple meter, was named after the region of 

Cracow, Little Poland. The krakowiak is characterized by the syncopated rhythm, the 

sequence of eighth note, quarter note, and another eighth note or eighth note followed by 
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a dotted-quarter note. This rhythmic succession is often stated after a simple bar of four 

eighth notes (Czekanowska 1990, 195). 

Dance rhythms were quoted in many genres of the Polish Enlightenment as a 

symbol of Polish pride and patriotism. Felix Janiewicz (1762-1848), a violinist and 

composer, often utilized native elements in his works. Janiewicz, in his finale of the 

Violin Concerto No. 2, used a polonaise-rondeau form where he depicted the dance 

rhythms of Poland, his country which he left for Vienna, Italy, and London during the 

Partitions. Among other chamber music composers of the period were Jan Kleczyński 

(1756-1828), Prince Maciej Radziwiłł (1749-1800), and, mentioned before, Elsner and 

his pupils (Nowicki 2002, 89).   

Vocal music of the Polish Enlightenment was dominated by the opera, but sacred 

music was also written. The two most prominent composers of sacred vocal music during 

that period were Wojciech Albert Dankowski (c. 1760-1807) and Elsner. The sacred 

compositions of those two and other, usually foreign, composers shared similar 

characteristics of previous works of this genre; however, the most prominent was the use 

of the vernacular in the Holy Scriptures set to music. Nowicki writes: 

Typically, composers included various techniques, including polyphonic, 
counterpoint, and homophonic writing, but the latter clearly dominated most 
works. Sadly most sacred works are not extant today, particularly those of the 
larger forms. Perhaps, most significantly, nationalistic feelings during this epoch 
influenced the language of choice a composer used in church compositions. Latin 
was still a staple, but more and more, in masses and other small devotional forms, 
such as hymns, litanies, vespers, offertories, and the like, the Polish language 
began to be favored. In addition, masses and sacred cantatas by foreign composers 
were often translated into Polish to confirm this trend. (Nowicki 2002, 100) 
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Also, another characteristic of the secular music particular to the Polish late eighteenth 

century was the use of native elements. At first, amateur musicians included national 

dance rhythms, such as the polonaise and mazurka, in their improvised melodies of small 

compositions, but later composers used this technique in larger scale works, such as the 

mass. Besides incorporating dance rhythms, composers, at the turn of the centuries, also 

used folk tunes as a basis for their liturgical works (Nowicki 2002, 100-102).  

For example, Elsner used the popular song Kiedy ranne wstaja zorze (When 
Dawn is Raisen) in his Latin Mass, Op.72. He also, in an effort to introduce 
Polish elements into sacred music, originated the Polish “folk” mass, composing 
masses that were stylistically hymnodic. These were composed for small 
ensembles with simple organ accompaniments. The first of these was composed 
to a rhymed Polish text in 1820. Kurpinski followed with his Polish Mass in 1821, 
as did many of Elsner’s pupils, including Thomas Nidecki (1800-1852), Jozef 
Stefani (1800-1876), and Jozef Krogulski (1825-1842). (Nowicki 2002, 102) 

Secular vocal music was developing slowly during the late eighteenth century; 

however, it was the time of the first attempt to compose a significant solo song in the 

Polish language. The first art songs came out of the opera genre, and more specifically 

from the first opera written in the Polish language, Nędza uszczęśliwiona (Misery Made 

Happy), written in 1778 by Maciej Kamieński who included eleven art songs in this 

opera. Later in the century, amateur composers wrote art songs with native elements 

based on historical events, social events, or national dance rhythms (Nowicki 2002, 104).   

During the course of the nineteenth century, Poles lived in constant hope for 

freedom and new boundaries for their country on the map of Europe. In spite of severe 

regulations of the three invaders, Poland sought survival for her cultural achievements 

that gathered together the people of Poland and their “Polishness”. A new wave of 

Positivism was evident in the works of such writers as Bolesław Prus (1847-1912), Eliza 
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Orzeszkowa (1841-1910), and Maria Konopnicka (1842-1910) who were recognized for 

keeping the Polish culture alive (Nowicki 2002, 110-111). 

Composers and their music in the early nineteenth century were also credited for 

reviving the national elements of the lost country. The National Theatre in Warsaw was 

the centre of the musical arena. Mozart’s singspiel, The Magic Flute, was translated into 

Polish and performed in this venue in 1802. Also, a number of educational art centers 

began to establish cultural and social life. In 1821, the Warsaw Conservatory was 

founded, and its most notable graduate was Chopin, in 1829 (Nowicki 2002, 113). 

 Polish composers became obsessed with national elements and folklore that 

would comprise their works as a result of the tsar’s restrictions. It was the national 

movements of the Polish artists to help the Polish population’s cultural identity survive 

through the creation of the national art. The most outstanding Polish patriotic composers 

that created the Polish music culture of the era were Frederic Chopin (1810-1839), 

Stanisław Moniuszko (1819-1872), and Oscar Kolberg (1840-1890). In the present day, 

they are said to be the representatives of the Polish National School. Chopin, although he 

lived most of his adult life in France, composed national music for piano with elevated 

the piano techniques. His beloved country, Poland, and patriotic statements are heard in 

many of his pieces, such as Revolutionary Etude in c minor, Op. 10, No. 12, and 

Polonaise in A flat Major, Op. 53. Moniuszko composed first Polish national opera and 

contributed to the development of the Polish art song. Kolberg also composed Polish 

songs with folk flavor, and his most outstanding work, Pieśni Ludu Polskiego (Songs of 

the Polish Peasantry), was composed in 1857 (Nowicki 2002, 115-116).  
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Chopin, Moniuszko, and Kolberg wrote their compositions with the Poles in 

mind. During that time, Poland did not exist as an independent country, and although the 

beginning of the century seemed to be a prosperous time for developments in art, the two 

most important historical events, the November and January uprisings, halted the 

promising hopes in both, cultural and social life (Nowicki 2002, 111-116). The 

November Uprising (1830-1831) did not match the harsh consequences of Tsar 

Alexander II after the January Uprising (1863-1865). Nowicki writes: 

The climate for artistic pursuits was highly unfavorable. This was particularly true 
for nationalistic endeavors. The government censors were swift to respond to 
attempts to promote the development of the Polish culture within the partitioned 
territories, particularly those held by Russia and Prussia (the Austrian sector 
enjoyed a less restrictive atmosphere due to the liberal policy of Hapsburgs). 
Here, the attempts to de-nationalize Poles were overt and brutal. Polish composers 
were seldom to be heard, being treated with hostility by the ruling Powers of 
institutions such as the opera houses in Warsaw and Lodz. The fact that there was 
no established symphony orchestra also stifled composing ambitions, leading 
composers to concentrate on smaller forms. (Nowicki 2002, 116-117) 

Polish composers struggled to be heard not only within the partitioned land, but also 

abroad. Overall, it was a very difficult time for artists to survive and to promote their 

nationalistic works. Instead, Polish composers shifted their audience to peasants, and 

began to create works for everyday life, such as sacred works (Poles were very devout 

people) and simple songs to be sung at home (Nowicki 2002, 115-117). 

The Development of Polish Opera  

Opera, in comparison with the development of other genres, came to Poland very 

early. Historians date the first opera house to 1620 founded by Prince Stanisław 

Lubomirski in his estate, Nowy Wiśnicz. No other information of this venue is available 
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or important (Nowicki 2002, 47). The true beginning of the development of opera in 

Poland starts at the court of King Władysław IV Waza who was enthusiastically 

impressed with the performance of the Tuscan opera-ballet, La Liberazione di Ruggiero, 

for which the libretto was written by Ferdinando Saracinelli and the music by Francesca 

Caccini (Abraham 1985, 122). In 1628, the Polish translation of this opera was published 

in Cracow (Nowicki 2002, 48). Also the same year, the opera Galatea, composed by an 

unknown composer and written by an unknown librettist, was staged at the theatre in 

Warsaw (Abraham 1985, 122). King Władysław, in 1632, imposed on the royal 

administration to build the opera house on the first floor of his palace. The theatre was 

opened a year later, and the inaugurating program included works by a Polish composer 

Piotr Elert (1575-1653). The works however were of the Italian style and they included: 

“a dramma per musica, La Fama reale, ovvero Il Principe trionfante Ladislao IV, 

monarcha della Polonia, re di Suezia” (Abraham 1985, 123).  

For the marriage ceremony of King Władysław and his first wife, Cecilia Renata, 

on 23 September 1638, an opera composed by Scacchi was performed, referred by 

Abraham (1985) as recitativa, which in fact was an Italian comedy combined with ballet 

about Saint Cecilia (123). Also, the same year, two more operas by Scacchi had been 

performed including Il Ratto d’Elena and Narciso Transformato. Those included specific 

instrumentation: 

As for instrumentation, we gather from the librettos at least that in Il Ratto 
d’Elena Paris sung to the lira da braccio and that the shepherds in Narciso were 
accompanied by the bagpipe (zampogna) (or perhaps instruments imitating it.) 
(Abraham 1985, 124) 
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Scacchi wrote at least three more operas, in the following years, including Armida 

abbandonata (1641), Andromeda (1641), and Le Nozze d’Amore e di Psyche (1646). The 

last one was performed in Gdańsk, Warsaw, and Cracow, and all three performances 

were a part of the grand commemoration of the new Queen, the King’s second wife, 

Maria Gonzaga. Under the reign of King Władysław, only one more opera was 

performed, Mars ed Amore by Michelangelo Brunerio, and before Polish composers 

could indulge their talents in this new genre, the great patron of the arts lost his throne 

and his successors did not follow Władysław’s dedication and love of opera (Abraham 

1985, 124).  

 About fifty years had passed when opera became a sporadic guest in Polish 

courts, in 1699, visiting from Dresden. After the King of Saxony, August II Mocny, took 

the Polish throne in 1697, the royal musical arena was moved from Warsaw to Dresden, 

where only Italian operas were performed (Nowicki 2002, 49).  The first public theatre in 

Poland was opened in Warsaw, in 1725, and it was a wakeup call to all Polish noblemen 

to take responsibility in supporting the arts. Several performances took place in the newly 

established theatre and the palaces of Lubomirski and Radziwiłł. Abraham (1985) 

observed, “Some of the nobility actually had Italian opera composers in their service, as 

the Rzewuskis had the Bolognese Giuseppe Maria Nelvi (1698-1756), who composed 

four operas while he was in Poland” (Abraham 1985, 125).  

 Poland enjoyed the opera even more after King August III Sas was forced to 

move his court to Poland due to the Seven Year War (1756-1763), and consoled himself 

with the performances of the operas written by Johann Adolf Hasse (1699-1783). After 
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his death, in 1763, opera in Poland deteriorated again. The last King of Poland, Stanisław 

II August Poniatowski, faced the most difficult period in Polish history, the Partitions.  In 

spite of the political turmoil and the battle of the philosophies concerning the opera, 

Poniatowski witnessed the development of the first truly Polish opera.  

During the first thirteen years of Stanisław Poniatowski’s reign, Italian opera was 
challenged only (as elswere) by opera comique, beginning in 1765 with an 
Annette et Lubin (to Favart’s libretto) by Gaetano Pugnani, which thus antedates 
his Italian version, Nanetta e Lubino to Carlo Francesco Badini’s text, by four 
years. But of course opera seria had mostly given way to opera buffa, and there 
was a new generation of Italian composers – Piccinni, Sacchini, Galuppi, Salieri. 
Besides them and the composers of opera comique – Duni, Monsigny, Philidor, 
and later Gretry – Germans and Austrians were performed: Haydn’s Der krumme 
Teufel (1774), Gluck’s Orfeo (1776), Gassmann, and Johann Adam Hiller. 
(Abraham 1985, 125-126) 

Opera began to take its own paths in different countries, and it also made significant 

developments in Poland. Maciej Kamieński (1734-1829), a musician of Slovak origin 

who worked in Warsaw from 1760, took the lead in creating the first Polish opera. 

Abraham states, “Native opera was by no means the consequence of the election of a 

native king or even of an immediate eruption of patriotic feeling produced by the First 

Partition of 1772” (1985, 125).  

The Polish text of the earliest opera, Nędza uszczęśliwiona (Misery Made Happy), 

was written by Franciszek Bohomolec, and it was originally intended for a cantata which 

was never finished.  Kamieński took that text to Wojciech Bogusławski (1757-1829), a 

playwright, director, actor, and a bass singer, who wrote the two-act libretto. Nędza 

uszczęśliwiona was premiered on 11 July 1778, in the theatre of the Radziwiłł palace in 

Warsaw featuring the following artists: “Józef Bagnicki (Jan), Salomea Desznerówna 

(Kasia), Karolina Gronowiczowa (Anna), Wojciech Bogusławski (Antek), Józef 
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Harasimowicz (Rozkazywalski)” (Czopek 2003). The plot of Nędza uszczęśliwiona is 

very simple. It describes “the plight of Kasia, a peasant girl, who must choose between 

two suitors – one rich (Jan) and one poor (Antek). She loves Antek and her dilemma is 

solved by a generous landlord who transforms the lovers’ misery into happiness” 

(Nowicki 2002, 95-96). Kamieński includes eleven songs, one duet (Kasia and Antek) 

and one quintet (for all the soloists), and the overture before each act. Although this was 

the first opera in Polish flavor, later works of Kamieński present Polishness more clearly. 

These operas implement the Lydian mode and more popular songs, and they include: 

Prostota cnotliwa (Virtuous Simplicity), Zośka, czyli wiejskie zaloty (Zoska, or Rustic 

Courtship), Tradycia dowcipem załatwiona (Tradition Settled by Ingenuity), Słowik, czyli 

Kasia i Hanka na wydaniu (The Nightingale, or Kasia Persuaded by Hanusia). Only one 

opera, Zośka, czyli wiejskie zaloty, met critical acclaim with the public (Abraham 1985, 

127).  

Kamieński was not the only one to write Polish operas; foreign composers were 

also occupying the Polish music scene including Jan Gaetani (dates unknown), Johann 

David Holland (1746-c.1825), Gioacchino Albertini (1751-1811), and Antoni Weinert 

(1751-1850). But the one opera to survive the wars in Warsaw was Żółta szlafmyca albo 

kolęda na Nowy Rok (The Yellow Nightcap, or A Present for New Year) dated from 

1873. This opera is attributed to Gaetani; however, historians speculate that it was 

composed by a group of musicians, such as Gaetani, Kamieński, and Albertini. The 

libretto also is speculated to be written by Franciszek Zabłocki, but Abraham (1985) 

observes that it was translated from a French play Les Etrennes de Mercure by 

Bogusławski (127-128).   
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Żółta szlafmyca albo kolęda na Nowy Rok was significant to Poles for several 

reasons, but most importantly for the native elements prominent throughout the work. It 

employed Polish dances such as the oberek and polonaise, and also Polish tunes from the 

Mazovian region, and the Dąbrowski’s Mazurek, which later became the national anthem 

(Abraham 1985, 128). Although this opera included native elements, it was still written in 

Italian style. Not until 1794 was an opera composed with a truly nationalistic character, 

Cud mniemany, czyli Krakowiacy i Górale (The Seeming Miracle, or Cracovians and 

Highlanders), with a libretto written by Bogusławski. Not only does the libretto portray 

the common life of Cracovians and Highlanders, but also the music of Jan Stefani (1746-

1829) illustrates Polish life with native tunes and dances (Abraham 1985, 128-129).  

Typically, the story involves the usual love triangle. In this case a Cracovian 
village girl (Basia) and boy (Stach) are in love. But Basia’s stepmother is against 
the marriage, as she fancies the young Cracovian for herself. She plots to arrange 
that Basia be married off to Bryndos, a mountaineer – a Highlander. Stefani 
successfully draws on the folk music of each region to differentiate the character 
groups – the village folk are assigned tunes based on the cracovienne and 
mazurkas, and the music of the mountain people draws on the melodies from the 
Mt. Babia Gora region. Stefani also incorporated the very nationalistic polonaise 
rhythm in his piece. (Nowicki 2002, 98) 

The libretto is clearly concerning the peasant life, but it also refers to the political 

boundaries created during that time. The opera was premiered on 1 March 1794, after the 

Second Partition and right before the Kościuszko Uprising which was a very intense time 

for patriotic enthusiasm. 

The figure of Bardos, the very up-to date intellectual, embodied many current 
ideals; his appeal for the renunciation of internecine conflicts, which had been the 
curse of Poland, had direct and urgent meaning. Indeed many passages in the text 
allude unmistakably to the political situation. It was not solely for its artistic 
merits, which are modest, but because it was ‘the opera of the Kościuszko rising’ 
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that Krakowiacy i Górale won and long kept its place in the hearts of the Polish 
people. (Abraham 1985, 130) 

Because the opera’s libretto was filled with this and other political references, the 

Russian censor prohibited further performances (Nowicki 2002, 99).  

 With the Third Partition in 1795, Poland ceased to exist, as did the King and the 

Royal Opera. The National Theatre experienced a decline in new performances because 

the best composers, including the most talented aristocrats Ogiński and Radziwiłł, and 

artists emigrated from Poland to other countries. Only temporary companies performed 

operas by Stafani which were not successful, including Drzewo zaczarowane (The 

Enchanted Tree) and Wdzieczni poddani pau (The Master’s Grateful Slaves) (Abraham 

1985, 130-131). 

 The most prominent composer of opera during the early nineteenth century was 

Joseph Xaver Elsner (1769-1854), best remembered for teaching Chopin. Between 1792 

and 1799, he was a Kapellmeister of the theatre in Lwów (Lviv), Austrian Poland (now 

Ukraine), where he met Bogusławski who moved there from Warsaw after the Third 

Partition. In collaboration with the already successful Polish playwright, Elsner 

composed three operatic works, including  “two three-act melodramas and a two-act 

‘heroic-comic opera’, Amazonki czyli Herminia (1797)” (Abraham 1985, 131-132).   

 In 1799, Bogusławski moved back to Warsaw and took the post in the National 

Theatre. He appointed Elsner, who arrived with him in Warsaw, as the principal 

conductor, and Karol Kazimierz Kurpiński (1785-1857), as the second conductor. 

Kurpiński was a native Pole and a professional musician highly regarded for establishing 
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the first periodical of Polish music, Tygodnik Muzyczny. Elsner and Kurpiński occupied 

the Polish operatic scene until the birth of the mature and genuinely national opera, 

Halka, composed by Moniuszko, in 1848 (Abraham 1985, 132).  

 Elsner’s operas and melodramas written in Warsaw were not successful works at 

first. His earliest opera composed in Warsaw, Sultan Wampum, occurred in 1800. 

Bogusławski’s libretto was actually an adaptation of Kotzebue’s Sultan Wampum, order 

die Wunsche which was set to music already by Kamieński in 1794. The next two operas 

Elsner wrote in 1804 to the libretto of Ludwik Dmuszewski, including Mieszkańcy wyspy 

Kamkatal (The Islanders Kamkatal) and Siedem razy jeden (Seven Times One). Another 

opera by Elsner, written between 1804 and 1805, Stary trzpiot i młody mędrzec (Old 

Scatterbrain and Young Sage), is often mistakenly noted to be a translation from French 

by E.T.A Hoffmann, when it should be credited to François Hoffman (Abraham 1985, 

132-133).  

 In 1807, Napoleon Bonaparte set up the Duchy of Warsaw as a result of the 

collaboration with Polish troops and French victories, and on that occasion Elsner wrote 

three operas, including Perseusz and Andromeda (Perseus as Napoleon who freed the 

Polish Andromeda), Pospolite ruszenie, czyli Bitwa z Kozakami (The Levée en masse, or 

The Battle with the Cossacks), and Karol Wielki i Witykind (Charlemagne and Witikind). 

These three operatic works were not the only compositions written by Elsner during the 

Duchy existence. He also wrote a two-act opera, Leszek Biały czyli Czarownica z Łysej 

Góry (Leszek the White, or The Witch from the Bare Mountain), in 1809, and this was 

the most highly regarded work of his during that time (Abraham 1985, 133). Although 
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Elsner was absent from the theatre during the Prussian and Russian invasion in Duchy 

Warsaw (1812-1815), he came back with his best opera Król Łokietek czyli Wisliczanki 

(King Dwarf, or the Girl of the Vistula) composed in 1818 to the libretto by Dmuszewski. 

This opera was quasi-historical and employed a number of native elements (Abraham 

1985, 133-134). 

The little patriot king, Władysław I, affectionately nicknamed ‘King Dwarf’, 
spent much of his early life as a fugitive and exile before in 1306, with peasant 
help, he freed his country from the Bohemian over-lordship invited by the nobles, 
and the ‘adagio’ opening of the Król Łokietek overture reflects the tragic gloom  
of Poland under the Bohemian yoke. Then comes a quasi-symphonic treatment of 
krakowiak themes comparable with that of the polonaise in the overture of Leszek, 
suggesting the popular element which was to carry Władysław to victory. Indeed 
krakowiak melodies and rhythms recur throughout the opera from the first chorus 
to the last; one in Act II is characterized by the sharpened fourth and drone-fifth 
accompaniment so characteristic of Polish folk music. (Abraham 1985, 134) 

The somewhat historical events Elsner emphasized by implementing Polish tunes, such as 

Dąbrowski's Mazurka, and polonaise and march from his previous operas which were 

already popular among the Polish audience (Abraham 1985, 134).  

 Kurpiński was a concertmaster and a secondary conductor of the National Theatre 

in Warsaw from 1810 until 1824, when he succeeded Elsner. During that period he 

composed about fifteen operas and operettas of which only a small number were 

successful, including Jadwiga królowa Polski (Jadwiga, Queen of Poland), written in 

1814, and set to the libretto by Julian Ursyn Niemcewicz (1757-1841), one of the most 

prominent Polish writers and poets of the period. Abraham (1985) states, “Jadwiga’s first 

aria in itself earns him an honorable place among the Mozart-epigones. There is a fine 

choral conclusion to the first act, and the second is preceded by a striking imitative 

entr’acte suggesting dramatic tension” (137). Another of Kurpiński’s enduring opera was 
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Zabobon czyli Krakowiacy i Górale albo Nowe Krakowianki (Superstition, or Cracovians 

and Mountaineers, or The New Cracovians) with the libretto by J. N. Kamiński, and 

composed in 1816 (Abraham 1985, 136-137).  

The title which at once catches one’s attention is of course Nowe Krakowianki; it 
is in fact a complete reworking of the old Bogusławski libretto with the same 
characters but entirely new music. The very opening of the overture (…), on an 
open-fifth pedal, strikes the authentic note, and the score as a whole is the most 
thoroughly Polish that Kurpiński ever wrote. The opera is still revived 
occasionally, kept alive by its pretty mazurka songs. (Abraham 1985, 136) 

In 1817, Kurpiński composed yet another opera to the libretto of Niemcewicz, Jan 

Kochanowski w Czarnym Lesie (Jan Kochanowski in the Black Forest), which was less 

successful because the main character portrayed in the text, Jan Kochanowski, was 

actually a great Polish poet of the Renaissance, and his stature was not a good choice for 

operatic drama at the turn of the nineteenth century (Abraham 1985, 136-137). The last 

opera of Kurpiński worth mentioning was Zamek na Czorstynie czyli Bojmir i Wanda 

(The Castle of Czorstyn, or Bojmir and Wanda), written in 1819 to the two-act libretto by 

J. W. Krasiński. The hero, Bojomir, in this opera was also taken from the past, but this 

time from a Gothic novel with setting in 1683 (Nowicki 2002, 121-122).  

The haunted castle in which he insists on spending the night is – unknown to him 
– the prison of the beloved Wanda, shut up there by a cruel father, out of her mind 
for love, and from whose nocturnal wanderings has originated belief in a ghost. 
Bojomir has a mournful dumka, Wanda a pretty but not at all tragic cavatina, 
which provides the second subject of the allegretto of the overture. But the most 
interesting figure, musically, is Bojomir’s peasant guide, who is characterized by 
a striking melody which he sings in Act II and which is introduced in the ‘lento’ 
introduction of the overture. (Abraham 1985, 137)  

Kurpiński’s output consists of twenty-four operas, including those written after he 

became the director of the National Theatre in Warsaw, where he operated until 1840 
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(Nowicki 2002, 122). Although Elsner and Kurpiński were not comparable with the West 

European opera masters such as Weber and the young Rossini, they were the pillars of 

the foundation of the Polish opera (Abraham 1985, 137-138). 
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Chapter 4 

Stanislaw Moniuszko 

Life 

Stanisław Moniuszko was born on May 5, 1819, in Ubiel near Minsk, then the 

Grand Duchy of Warsaw under the rule of Tsar Alexander I, now Belarus (Maciejewski 

1979, 11). Although Moniuszko, the composer, was born and raised at the right side of 

the Neman River, around Minsk and later Vilnus, he emphasized in his letter to General 

Józef Sikorski that his roots came from Podlasie (Rudziński 1969, 209). The roots of 

Moniuszko’s family reached five generations back, which were traced and written down 

first by his contemporary biographer and great friend, Aleksander Walicki (1826-1893) 

(Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 5).  

The Moniuszko family shared the legend that their ancestry came from two 

brothers who arrived from Rome to Podlasie (Eastern Poland) in the fifteenth century. 

They were knights, named Moneo, who fought on the side of the Royal Calvary and 

shortly received a Polish name of Moniuszko and the crest of Krzywda (Walicki 1873, 1). 

The first document of Moniuszko’s crest in Podlasie, libertatis totius Nobilitatis districtus 

Goniądzenis et Raygrodenis, was given by the King Zygmunt I Stary (Old) to Piotr 

Moniuszko, in Vilnius, 1529. The family was granted three villages in the parish of 

Goniądz, including Wielkie Moniuszki, Klewianka, and Smogorówka.  



 

Figure 7. Goniądz, Podlasie Voivodeship, modern Poland (powerset.com). 

The Moniuszko family led a prosperous life in Podlasie, but one of the 

descendants, Stanisław, angry with his stepmother, decided to leave the homeland and 

look for a better life elsewhere. Stanisław, the grandfather of the composer, left 

Smogorówka in 1750 and after a long journey described by Walicki (1873) reached 

Vilnus, and settled there for good. He was taken by noble people to work with their 

children, and later he was allowed to attend school with them (Walicki 1873, 2-4). In 

1785, Stanisław received the post of a military judge, and in 1791, he became the owner 

of the Śmiłowicze estate near Minsk. At the age of 51, he married Ewa Wyłłowicz with 

whom he had sixteen children, only ten of which survived (Baranowski and Dębkowska 

2004, 9-10). Czesław, the composer’s father, was the fifth child of the Moniuszkos 

(Wilczyński 1900, 36). 
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The least academic of his sons, the only one who did not graduate from Wilno 
University, a “black sheep” in a very intellectual family, was, paradoxically, 
Czesław Moniuszko, the composer’s father. He loved poetry and left twelve 
volumes of memoirs written in verse! His artistic talents were not of the highest 
order but thanks to his pencil or charcoal drawings, we know a lot more about the 
composer’s environment at Ubiel. These sketches always contain a chessboard, 
books, pianos (square, upright, and grand) and … dogs! He was not an idle 
fellow, but lacked business acumen and, together with his five illustrious brothers, 
squandered slowly, or virtually gave away, all the vast fortune left by the 
composer’s grandfather. (Maciejewski 1979, 11-12) 

Czesław Moniuszko (1790-1870) joined the army of Napoleon and became the adjutant 

to Marshal Murat and Davoust, and later he was nominated a Capitan. He abandoned the 

army when Napoleon was defeated in 1812 (Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 10). In 

1818, he married Elżbieta Madżarska, a daughter of a textile manufacturer whose last 

name indicates Hungarian origin (Maciejewski 1979, 12). She was an artistically inspired 

person, loved the theatre, sang, and played piano. It was she who first gave piano lessons 

to Stasio, little Stanisław Moniuszko, who was the only child of Czesław and Elżbieta. 

Stasio, at the age of six, received lessons on piano, violin, and banjo from the former 

teacher of his mother, Piotr Karafa-Korbut, a composer and instrumentalist (Walicki 

1873, 30-31). 

The future composer of the Polish opera was born during a very difficult time in 

Polish history. In Minsk, troubled by the Russian oppression, the Polish language was 

forbidden in schools, so Czesław decided to move with his family and two cousins to 

Warsaw where the Tsar allowed Polish education in private schools. For that sole reason, 

the Moniuszko family arrived at Warsaw on August 18, 1827, and soon after Stasio 

began his private music lessons with August Freyer, a former student of Józef Elsner, 

who was also one of Chopin’s teachers (Maciejewski 13-14). 
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August Freyer was a first class musician. He held the post of resident organist at 
the biggest Protestant church in Poland, the Holy Trinity Evangelical Parish 
Church, situated in the centre of Warsaw. His organ recitals were famous and 
gathered the cream of Polish organists. He also composed, but mainly religious 
music: sacred songs with organ accompaniment composed especially for the 
Lutheran Church, Salve Regina for men’s chorus, Veni Creator for male-voice 
quartet and several organ pieces such as Preludes, Fugues, Fantasy in F minor 
and Variations. He also wrote a School for Organ (1861) and Treatise on 
Harmony (1858). (Maciejewski 1979, 14) 

Freyer not only taught Moniuszko piano and composition, but also developed 

musicianship through concert attendance. Stasio, through his teacher, met Chopin and 

was fascinated by his compositions and performance abilities, and for the rest of his life 

he cherished the great Polish composer and pianist (Maciejewski 1979, 14-15). 

Although Czesław, his father, was not intelligent or educated himself, he cared for 

his son to receive a well-rounded education. And for that reason, not only did he move to 

Warsaw, but also took very detailed steps in preparation for his Stasio to enter the best 

private school, Szkoła Pijarów. To do so, Czesław moved with his family to the center of 

the town, so the future composer could receive lessons every day from the best of the 

tutors of French and German languages, geometry, art and drawings, and Polish literature 

and language. In his Memoirs, Czesław wrote: 

I could not find a better place to live with my young offspring than the house 
where the Society for the Promotion of Sciences and Arts has its headquarters. 
This was a comparatively warm apartment in the severe winters of Warsaw, but 
unfortunately, a large library in the first floor was too cold to study in. However, 
the children insisted on reading there and got bad colds. (Maciejewski 1979, 15) 

Stasio passed his exams to enter Szkoła Pijarów in July 1830, but three months 

later the November Uprising broke out and the Moniuszko family was forced to move 

back to Minsk to take care of the estate that was inherited from their grandfather. Eleven 
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year-old Moniuszko enrolled in grammar school in Minsk and took piano lessons from 

Dominik Stefanowicz (Maciejewski 1979, 16-17). Thanks to him Moniuszko developed a 

great understanding of integrated arts, such as theatre, opera, and the symphony and 

chose music as his future profession (Rudziński 1969, 236-237).    

 From 1834 to 1836, Stasio was homeschooled by the tutors due to the Tsar’s 

restrictions on Polish language caused by the November Uprising.  In 1836, he took a trip 

to Vilnius with his uncle, Aleksander. They stayed at the Müller’s residence where 

Moniuszko met his future wife, Aleksandra Müller. This was the time when Moniuszko 

started to write his first love letters to Aleksandra which were greatly inspired by the 

poems of a famous Polish poet who moved to Paris after the Uprising of 1830, Adam 

Mickiewicz (1798-1855) (Maciejewski 1979, 17-19). 

 Moniuszko’s father was not happy at first to hear that his son chose music as a 

profession, but as soon as his wife and son convinced him, Czesław began to search for 

the best place to study music. Unfortunately Warsaw was out of the question because the 

Tsar’s administration used to close and reopen the universities often and without previous 

notice. Paris was also impossible for young Moniuszko as the Russian government would 

not grant visas to young students; therefore, the only place to study music was Berlin, 

Prussia (Maciejewski 1979, 20-25). 

 In 1837, Moniuszko began studies under Carl Friedrich Rungenhagen (1778-

1851), the director of Singakademie. It is essential to say that Rungenhagen won the post 

of the director over Mendelssohn, in 1833, because historians wonder what would have 

happened to Moniuszko’s compositions had he been taught by Mendelssohn, the possible 
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director of the Singakademie. Although the young Polish composer studied with the 

“second-rate composer,” he met Mendelssohn “after the performance of the Oratorio St 

Paul in Berlin. Moniuszko himself acted as an accompanist and répétiteur of the 

Singakademie during the years 1837-40, and prepared many singers of his academy for 

Mendelssohn’s concert which took place in January 18, 1838” (Maciejewski 1979, 27).  

During the Berlin period Moniuszko composed exploring different genres, such as 

songs, quartets, and piano miniatures, but his most prominent work was the Mass for 

soloists, chorus, and organ. This composition was performed by amateur musicians, 

during Moniuszko’s vacations in Vilnius, on the 12th November 1839. Also during that 

stay, the young composer got engaged to his beloved woman, Aleksandra Müller 

(Maciejewski 1979, 28-30). After the return to the capital of Prussia, Moniuszko 

published three songs to the texts of Adam Mickiewicz which were noted and recognized 

as compositions containing national elements. 

On publication of these songs at least two music critics noticed for the first time 
the emergence of a new young Polish composer. G. W. Fink (1783-1846) in the 
Leipzig’s Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung wrote: “Moniuszko’s Polish songs, 
published in German translation, are charming love songs which breath (sic) the 
national spirit in words and music. Several modulations display restlessness but 
show a steady pen and directness of ideas…” In the word restlessness Fink, most 
probably, made some allusion to the Polish armed insurrections against its 
oppressors. (Maciejewski 1979, 31)  

Moniuszko’s studies and publications were fully sponsored by his father, and 

because Czesław was losing his income from the inherited family estates due to the 

regiment of the Russian government and its taxes, Stanisław was forced to return to Ubiel 

after completing his studies in Berlin. Upon the arrival at Vilnius, on 25 September 1840, 

he married Aleksandra and accepted the organist post at the Roman Catholic Church of 
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St. John. It was a good place for the Moniuszkos to start their journey of life as a married 

couple for the next eighteen years. Maciejewski (1979) describes the town as follows: 

Wilno (Vilnius) is a beautiful town, full of churches and handsome buildings. The 
dainty and petite Church of St Anne, with its intricate Gothic façade, so impressed 
Napoleon on his way to Moscow in 1812 that he wished he could take it with him 
to Paris! Wilno bears marks of many cultures and a great freedom of expression 
of religious beliefs: there were 28 Roman Catholic churches, 7 Orthodox, and 2 
Protestant, a Muslim mosque, a synagogue and several chapels. Ostra Brama 
(The Pointed Gate) with its venerated XVI century Madonna, by an unknown 
artist, is all that remains of the ancient city walls built in 1522 by Zygmunt 
Jagiełło (Sigmunt I), king of Poland. The old Wilno University in its imposing 
Neoclassical buildings was originally founded as a Jesuit academy by the Polish 
King Stefan Batory (Stephen Bathory) in 1578. It was transformed into a 
university in 1802, only to be closed by Tsarist Russia thirty years later. The 
university became a cradle of several Polish patriotic organizations and was 
disbanded by the Russians on political grounds. (Maciejewski 1979, 34) 

 Besides the post as an organist, Moniuszko taught piano and organ lessons to 

support himself and his wife. This was not a noble occupation for a musician of his 

status, but Stanisław could not count on support from his father anymore. Also his in-

laws were unable to assist him any more than publishing Moniuszko’s first Vilnius 

compositions. But in spite of the initial poverty, Moniuszko managed to raise his status 

through compositions that he sold, especially the collection of two hundred songs 

(Maciejewski 1979, 35). In order to promote his publications, Moniuszko undertook three 

business travels to St. Petersburg. During the first journey, in 1842, he obtained the 

official document that allowed publication of his songs, which in Vilnius were banned by 

the censor for being Polish and patriotic. With the help of friends, he advertised in the 

local Polish paper, Tygodnik Petersburski, a public subscription of the upcoming first 

book of songs, Śpiewnik domowy (published in 1843, Vilnius) (Baranowski and 

Dębkowska 2004, 14).  
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Before the second trip to St. Petersburg in 1849, Moniuszko tried to manage his 

finances through publications and private lessons in Vilnius. Among his piano students, 

only one showed a true musical gift and later became an acknowledged composer (one of 

the Mighty Five) and music critic, César Cui.  

Moniuszko imparted to Cui his love of Chopin’s music and Mickiewicz’s poetry. 
It is very significant that one of the very first of Cui’s compositions for piano was 
Mazurka and one of the very last inspired by the Polish pert – Four Sonnets by 
Mickiewicz, opus 48. (Maciejewski 1979, 38) 

Moniuszko and Cui became long term friends. Besides this significant friendship, 

the Polish composer was also in friendly relationship with other artistic figures, mainly 

due to his prestige and high education, among whom were Józef Ignacy Kraszewski (a 

Polish novelist) and Aleksander Fredro (a Polish playwright) who cherished Moniuszko’s 

compositions. These friendships were soon mirrored in the young composer’s works, 

such as operettas and songs. However, both of the great writers were not fascinated with 

his works as much as he wished, so Moniuszko turned to a rather lesser accomplished 

playwright, Oskar Korwin-Milewski, who wrote three librettos, one of which became his 

first published opera, Loteria (The Lottery), in the years of 1842-1843 (Maciejewski 

1979, 41-45).  

In 1846, Moniuszko and his wife took a three-week trip to Warsaw to attend the 

performance of Loteria. His friend, Józef Sikorski (1813-1894), music critic and the 

founder of Ruch Muzyczny (music periodical) raised the opportunity for this opera buffa 

to be performed in the Warsaw Opera House on 12 September 1846. After the successful 

performance, Moniuszko became a composer whose fame in Poland was comparable to 

Chopin, and also met Włodzimierz Wolski (1824-1882), a playwright who would later 
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become Moniuszko’s librettist (Maciejewski 1979, 45-46). They both decided to create 

an opera on the earlier rejected-by-censor poem by Wolski, Halka (Baranowski and 

Dębkowska 2004, 14).  

The most significant opera, Halka, was composed in the atmosphere of the Great 

Poland Uprising (1846), and the first concert performance was held on 1 January, 1848, 

in a private setting at the in-laws’ Hotel in Vilnius. It was a two-act version presented 

primarily by amateur musicians. Six years later, the two-act opera was staged with full 

décor at the Vilnius Theatre. It took another four years until Warsaw was ready to 

perform this radical work, at the time of the peasant rebellion in Greater Poland, but it 

had already been developed into a four-act opera seria (Maciejewski 1979, 47-50).  

In 1849, Moniuszko took his second trip to St. Petersburg where he presented his 

compositions, such as the overture Bajka and the cantata Milda. The travel was 

successful not only due to wide recognition of both the performances, but also due to a 

new relationship with Mikhail Glinka (1804-1857) and Aleksander Dargomizhsky (1813-

1869), both accomplished Russian composers who cherished Moniuszko’s compositions. 

The next year brought more significant compositions, such as the third Śpiewnik domowy, 

which included one of the most known songs to this day, Prząśniczka (Baranowski and 

Dębkowska 2004, 15-16). During the last trip to St. Petersburg in 1856, Moniuszko 

received a public opinion by Aleksander Sierow (1820-1871), a Russian opera composer 

and critic, that his songs were a treasure for Polish speakers, and he compared them to 

those of Schumann, Schubert, and Glinka (Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 16). 
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After the successful stage performance of Halka in the Warsaw Opera House 

(also referred to the Grand Theatre), Moniuszko received an invitation to take a post as 

Artistic Director of that venue. That same year, 1858, Moniuszko and his family moved 

to Warsaw (Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 16). It is important to note that during the 

first eighteen years of his happy marriage in Vilnius, his wife gave birth to ten children of 

whom two died in infancy (Maciejewski 1979, 35).   

Before and after he accepted this prestigious job offer, the Polish composer 

traveled around Europe where he visited Paris, Cracow, Berlin, Dresden, Leipzig, Mainz, 

Weimar, and Prague. The trip’s main goal was to promote Moniuszko’s compositions, 

but he also was able to meet such great composers as Smetana, Rossini, and Liszt. Once 

in Warsaw, taking a good opportunity, Moniuszko conducted several of his new operas, 

such as Fils, Hrabina, and Verbum nobile (Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 17-19).  

On January 22, 1863, the uprising broke out in Warsaw as a patriotic response to 

the Warsaw Massacre of 1861 and the recruiting of Polish troops to the Russian army led 

by Wielopolski. In that atmosphere and inspiration of Mickiewicz’s poetic epic, Pan 

Tadeusz (1834), Moniuszko composed his second most important opera after Halka, 

Straszny Dwór (The Haunted Manor) in four acts (1861-1864). The opera enjoyed three 

successful performances before it was banned by the Russian censor (Maciejewski 1979, 

86-92).  

In 1864, Moniuszko began to teach at the Institute of Music in Warsaw where 

besides directing the choir, he lectured on contrapuntal harmony and composition.  
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On February 12, 1859, tsar Alexander II signed a charter authorizing the 
establishment of a Music Institute in Warsaw. Since the inauguration of the 
Institute was conditional upon the payment of over forty three thousand rubles to 
the government, Apolinary Kątski, the principal founder and later director of that 
academy, appealed to the public for donations. Some contributed musical 
instruments, music, textbooks on music and singing, etc. In many parts of the 
country concerts, balls and lotteries were organized to raise funds for the Warsaw 
Institute of Music. It was inaugurated on January 26, 1861. (Prosnak 1980, 167) 

The teaching position helped the composer financially, and he remained there for the rest 

of his life (Prosnak 1980, 169).  

Moniuszko waited until 1868 for his operas to reach the European scene and meet 

critical acclaim. But his last works of 1871-1872 were weaker compositions, and the 

celebrated Polish opera composer did not receive good reviews. His last operetta, Beata, 

was a complete failure. Maciejewski (1979) states, “The composer of Halka and The 

Haunted Manor was penniless and tried to make some money in too great a hurry. This 

can be the only explanation as why he ventured to write operetta” (104).  

Tormented by his recent failures and poor health, Moniuszko developed a heart 

condition which worsened from day to day. He knew that his life would not last much 

longer, and a day before he left this earth, Stanisław complained about his multitude of 

work and decided that starting in July, he would quit the position at the Institute of 

Music. He was a very religious man, and it was his habit to start every day with an early 

mass at the local Church. On June 4, 1872, Stanisław Moniuszko, as always, left early for 

church and afterwards took care of daily errands. He returned home suffering with pain in 

his chest that later that day, at six o’clock, developed into a heart attack brought his life to 

its end (Walicki 1873, 80). The funeral mass performed by Bishop Baranowski took 

place on June 7 at the St. Cross Church; the Requiem of Moniuszko was performed by the 
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musicians of the Grand Theater. Moniuszko was buried in Powązki Cemetery, Warsaw, 

and his funeral was attended by thousands of people (Prosnak 1980, 174).  

Music 

Stanisław Moniuszko was the father of Polish opera and the champion of vocal 

lyricism in Polish history (Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 21). Besides his two 

masterpieces, Halka and The Haunted Manor, Moniuszko’s output includes several 

operas that spoke to the hearts of Poles. The essence of his music came from the fact that 

he wrote between the two Uprisings of 1830 and 1863. As Chopin and Mickiewicz, 

Moniuszko tried to communicate with the oppressed Poles through his art (Walicki 1873, 

29-33). 

Moniuszko’s operatic compositions began in 1834 with several unsuccessful 

operettas until Loteria (The Lottery), a one-act operetta written in 1843, brought fame 

after its successful premiere in Minsk and later in Warsaw. From there, Moniuszko was 

considered a serious opera composer (Maciejewski 1979, 148). “By virtue of a great 

success of this opera buffa and some of his songs, which had already reached several 

artistic salons of the Polish capital, the composer became a celebrity overnight” 

(Maciejewski 1979, 46). 

Between the two masterpieces, Moniuszko composed three major operas 

including Fils (The Lumberjack), Verbum Nobile, and Hrabina (The Countess). All three 

were operettas (opera buffa) with librettos concerning the lives of Poles that easily 

appealed to the audience. Although Moniuszko was influenced by the Italian opera style, 
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his works were original in their national character and simplicity. The composer used 

Polish national dances and folk tunes in order to create unity with patriotic librettos that 

were often disfigured by the censor (Nowicki 2002, 186). Moniuszko’s last two operas, 

Pariah (libretto by Chęciński, on a drama by Casimir Delavigne) and Beata (a 

melodrama with libretto by Chęciński), were both unsuccessful. 

The new overture to Pariah was really the old introduction to his cantata Milda, 
composed twenty years before. The best tune in Beata happened to be one of 
Moniuszko’s songs, Barcarola, to a text by Krosnak, and also written several 
years before. (Maciejewski 1979, 104) 

Stanisław Moniuszko, although considered the father of Polish opera, wrote in a 

wide range of other genres. Besides operas, his other vocal genres include songs, sacred 

vocal works, and choral music. The instrumental compositions consist of numerous 

symphonic works, ballets and incidental music, chamber music, and piano solo 

compositions (Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 21-111).  

Moniuszko was fascinated with vocal music and his output shows a number of 

works written for this medium. In fact, his first compositions, written during his years of 

study in Berlin, were three songs. They were composed to the texts of Adam Mickiewicz 

and printed in 1838, including Sen (Dream), Niepewność (Uncertanity), and Moja 

Pieszczotka (My Darling). These songs were well received by critics who evaluated them 

as having originality and folk character (Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 65). 

In Vilnius, where Moniuszko continued his compositions in the form of art song, 

the tradition of concerts and city performances faced a lack of musical literature and the 

amateur musicians were poorly qualified. Moniuszko recognized the problem and 
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decided to publish his songs as a main source of repertoire to be sung not only at the city 

music scenes by amateurs, but also at home (Maciejewski 1979, 124-126). The first songs 

were published in 1842 with the financial help of Moniuszko’s mother-in-law, and a year 

later, they became a part of the first volume of Śpiewniki domowe (The Home Songs 

Books), published in 1843-1844 (Prosnak 1980, 61-63).  

In the forward to the first edition Moniuszko, in a very modest manner, describes 
the aims of the first set: “I do not profess to possess a great talent for music but, 
inspired by the sympathetic acceptance of my first published efforts in musical 
composition, I dare to multiply the local repertoire of songs … childish, youthful 
reminiscences, never ceased to please the listeners who were born and brought up 
in our local soil. This was my inspiration which, though it produced music of 
different variety, has one aim and character – that of being local and 
nationalistic… The practical consideration, namely a vast distance between the 
composer and engraver, gave me an idea to publish my songs not separately but in 
one booklet of more than 60 pages. (Maciejewski 1979, 126) 

Moniuszko wrote about four hundred songs of which three hundred and sixty 

were published, and most of them were issued in the twelve volumes of Śpiewniki 

domowe. Only six volumes were published by Moniuszko, and the following six were 

issued posthumously. The songs enjoyed wide popularity; they were dramatic, chromatic 

and complex, strophic and through-composed, written with French and Russian 

translations, and primarily inspired by Polish literature (Maciejewski 1979, 124-126). 

Moniuszko wrote his songs with piano accompaniment, where the piano part was usually 

more demanding than the vocal part, and others for solo voice and orchestra, and yet 

another form of choral songs (Prosnak 1980, 182).  

Most of Moniuszko’s songs, including the first three written in Berlin, were 

inspired by the poetry of Adam Mickiewicz who was the greatest Polish poet. In 1823, 

Mickiewicz was arrested and later banished to Russia for his political activities in the 
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underground patriotic organization. While in exile, the poet wrote a cycle of poems, 

Sonety Krymskie (Crimean Sonnets) in 1825 the basis on which Moniuszko composed 

cantatas, bearing the same name, for solo voices, mixed choir and orchestra, in 1867 

(Maciejewski 1979, 97). 

Although Moniuszko’s main purpose was to create a repertoire of Polish songs for 

amateurs and elevate their form, yet they fulfilled another goal to preserve the Polish 

language while under oppression of the Three Powers when Poland faced national 

cultural crisis. The songs were touching Poles and their lives, in fact, but they were also 

comparable to those of Schubert and Schumann.  

In his vast output, Moniuszko is highly original and covers a great variety of 
human emotions; there are songs of childhood, songs of hearth and home, songs 
of love and passion, song of battle and patriotism, songs of beauty and nature, 
songs of death and disaster … Should the songs of Moniuszko be placed in the 
same category as the Victorian panoply of upper-middle-class artistic songs and 
ballads by such royally rewarded composers as Sir Henry Bishop, Sir Fredric 
Cowen, Sir Julius Benedict, Sir Joseph Barnby, Sir Francesco Paolo Tosti and Sir 
Arthur Sullivan? No; Moniuszko’s songs deserve to be placed next to the 
masterpieces of Schumann, Schubert, and Wolf. (Maciejewski 1979, 124) 

Moniuszko’s songs reached their popularity throughout Europe. They were published in 

Berlin and Paris with German and French translations, respectively (Nowicki 2002, 231), 

but they never were translated into English (Abraham 1968, 11).   

Besides secular songs, Moniuszko, striving to raise the level of sacred music as 

well, composed sacred songs that he published as a collected work, Śpiewnik Kościelny 

(Hymn/Prayerbook), in 1860-1862 (Maciejewski 1979, 127). A devout Catholic, 

Moniuszko wrote about ninety sacred works in such forms as the mass, cantata, litany, 
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motet, and instrumental transcriptions of religious music (Baranowski and Dębkowska 

2004, 21-22).  

Moniuszko, upon graduation from the Berlin Singakademie, returned to Vilnius 

and became a music director at the local church of St. John. He was a very religious man; 

every morning he attended the first mass of the day and then he went to work. His sacred 

works were inspired by his purely religious soul and piety. Because the cultural life in 

Vilnius was very poor at the time, Moniuszko decided to improve the musical scene of 

the town by organizing concerts that featured some of the most outstanding works from 

the West. As early as 1840, he directed such masterpieces as Mozart’s Requiem, parts of 

Haydn’s The Creation, and Mendelssohn’s Paulus (Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 

21-22). 

Moniuszko composed seven complete masses, three of which were in Latin 

including Mass in D-flat Major (1870), Mass in E-flat Major (1865, solo voices, mixed 

choir, organ, and string quintet), and Funeral Mass in G minor (1871). The masses 

include four masses based on Polish liturgy, such as Mass in A minor (1848, soprano, 

alto, and organ) and Mass in E minor (1855, two sopranos, alto, and organ), both being 

based on texts by Antoni Edward Odyniec, Funeral Mass in D minor (1850, four-part 

mixed choir and organ) based on texts by Alojzy Felinski, and Mass in B-flat Major 

(1872, solo voices, mixed choir, and organ), also known as Msza Piotrowińska (The St. 

Peter Mass), with texts by Justyn Wojewódzki (Prosnak 1980, 180-181). 

The Polish masses enjoyed a greater popularity as their forms were more flexible 

than those with the Latin text. Moniuszko was influenced by his own feelings about God 
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and the purpose of the prayers. His Polish masses depict a commentary on liturgy rather 

than its statement. Moniuszko’s flexibility on interpretation of the divine text was 

somewhat similar to his contemporary Johannes Brahms and his German Requiem (1865-

1868). With his output, Moniuszko contributed to the tradition of the Polish mass which 

began during the Renaissance period (Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 25-28).  

Other sacred vocal works include four church cantatas, Litanie Ostrobramskie 

(Litanies of Ostra Brama), composed for solo voices, mixed choir, organ and orchestra 

(Vilnius, 1843-1855). Madonna Ostrobramska, a portrait of Virgin Mary and her Child, 

was displayed on the alcove of a narrow street in Vilnius as an honor to the Madonna for, 

as the legend states, granting townspeople and peasants with miracles (Maciejewski 

1979, 138). Moniuszko wrote the litanies as a favor to his friend, Tomasz Zan, who asked 

him to compose music for the common people of Vilnius that always pray to Virgin 

Mary. All four litanies were written to the same Latin text, but they differ in mood. In the 

first litany (I Litania) in F major, Moniuszko created a dynamic and textural contrast by 

setting the text of the prayer for the soloist and refrain for the choir, but at times he 

switched the roles to change the emphasis of the text. The second litany (II Litania) in F 

major was characterized by a lyrical approach and abandonment of the imitation 

technique often found in sacred music. The third litany (III Litania) in E minor was 

dedicated to Gioacchino Rossini (1792-1868) and depicted a very operatic style by a 

dramatic setting with expanded orchestration and the use of fast tempi. Rossini was 

pleased with this unusual form of sacred music as he responded in the letter to 

Moniuszko: 
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Dear Sir, and dear friend. With great interest I studied your litany which you 
dedicated to me and I must sincerely congratulate you, hoping that this work of 
art, which is imbued with style and religious simplicity, will gain great popularity. 
(Maciejewski 1979, 139) 

In the last litany (IV Litania) in C major, Moniuszko created a sense of polychoral quality 

by a more complex vocal writing (Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 28-30).  

 Moniuszko composed other sacred vocal works, but the most important were two 

prayers. First, a motet, Oto drzewo Krzyża (Ecce lignum crucis), was written in Latin and 

translated to Polish in1872, for baritone, mixed choir, and organ. Second, the Modlitwa 

Pańska “Ojcze nasz” (The Lord’s Prayer “God, our Father”) was composed in 1859 for 

mixed choir and orchestra or organ (Prosnak 1980, 181).  

 The instrumental compositions of Moniuszko were not as significant as the vocal 

works mostly because they lacked the inventiveness and originality. The forms include: 

symphonic works, ballet and incidental music, chamber music, and keyboard 

compositions (Prosnak 1980, 181).   

One of the most outstanding of Moniuszko’s symphonic works was the concert 

overture Bajka (Fairytale) written in ca. 1848 in Vilnius. Moniuszko did not explain the 

insights of this work, coined by the composer Fantastic Overture or Fantasy for 

Orchestra, but it was clearly a composition with an implied program. Bajka was very 

popular during his life as it enjoyed several performances in Vilnius and St. Petersburg. 

Moniuszko’s two other overtures, Kain (Cain) - also known as Śmierć Alba (The Death 

of Abel) and Uwerutra wojenna (War Overture) were lesser known and only a piano 

abbreviation survived.  (Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 59-60).  
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Moniuszko, as an exploration of the form of chamber music, wrote only two 

quartets. Both works were written while Moniuszko was a student in Berlin in 1839, and 

they are the only compositions based on the sonata cycle (Baranowski and Dębkowska 

2004, 62).  

One must praise Moniuszko’s formal structures – he has studied his late Mozart 
and Haydn, his early Beethoven, and learned their formal practices and principles. 
What one finds distressing is the comparative rarity of genuine contrapuntal 
movement. But Moniuszko wrote these two quartets during his student days… 
Well done Stasiu! (Maciejewski 1979, 147) 

Although the quartets were “school works,” and they did not depict mature compositional 

techniques, they were the first Polish chamber compositions in the first half of the 

century (Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 62).  

Ballet and incidental music of Moniuszko consisted of just a few titles, but the 

keyboard pieces were closer to the composer’s heart as his very first and last works were 

written for the piano. Moniuszko, an accomplished pianist and organist, composed piano 

solo pieces as well as duets which were published by Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzyczne in 

Cracow, 1975 (Maciejewski 1979, 130).  

To play through the collected edition of Moniuszko’s piano works (Volume 3 of 
Series E) is to undergo experience comparable to that of reading Wordsworth’s 
poetry: one may have doubts about the ultimate value of some single items, but 
not about the whole. The final impression in both cases is that one has been in 
direct contact with a major talent. Moniuszko’s piano works range from tiny half-
page miniatures to extended concert pieces for two and four hands; from sets of 
Schubert-like waltzes and bagatelles (Fraszki) through teaching pieces and 
occasional pieces for weddings (Mazur “Weselny”) and friends (the polkas 
entitled Daniel and Gabriela), colorful atmospheric tone-poems on a small scale 
(Anioł Pański” w wiejskim kościółku [“Prayers in the village church”], for 
example) to large-scale national dances and transcriptions from his own operas 
and ballets and those by his compatriot Karol Kurpiński. (Maciejewski 1979, 131) 
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Moniuszko composed the piano pieces utilizing national elements giving his works a 

Polish flavor. However, not all of his piano compositions were nationalistic in style. His 

waltzes depicted Schumann’s syncopation, his short pieces utilized the outrageous 

dynamics ranges found in Tchaikovsky’s Fourth Symphony, and his transcriptions have a 

Chopin-like flavor (Maciejewski 1979, 132-133). All in all, Moniuszko knew that he was 

no Chopin or Liszt and his compositions were not innovative, but rather pedagogical 

tools and always with taste.     
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Chapter 5 

National Treasure 

Halka 

After the successful performance of his opera Loteria (The Lottery) in Warsaw, 

Moniuszko was introduced to Włodzimierz Wolski (1824-1882), Polish poet, novelist, 

and translator. The product of this relationship was one of the most outstanding operas in 

the history of Polish music, Halka (Maciejewski 1979, 46-47). Wolski used his verse 

drama, of the same name, as a basis for the new libretto. His poem, however, was 

presumably based on a story by Kazimierz Władysław Wójcicki (1807-1879), a Polish 

historian and writer, entitled Góralka (The Mountain Girl) (Swartz 2006, 325). In the 

story, a nobleman named Janusz, fell in love with a mountain girl, Halka, whom he 

secretly married. Janusz joined the Polish army and went to war leaving his wife with a 

child, and when he returned, he could not find them. Janusz had a dream that his mother 

found out about his secret marriage, and she ordered her haiduks (outlaw bodyguards) to 

kill them. In the response to this prophecy, Janusz killed his mother and then committed 

suicide (Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 38).  

The text of the libretto was different, but also with the character of social 

inequality (Komorowska 2000, 131-132). Janusz was not a hero, but rather a weak 

nobleman who sacrificed his true love in order to prove his social status. The plot was too 
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drastic for the audience especially because it all happened not too long after the peasants’ 

rebellion in Galicia (Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 38-39).  

It was directed against the landowners and szlachta. It was definitely inspired by 
the cunning Austrian Government, who cynically exploited social inequalities, 
class differences and the hatred between peasant and landlord prevalent among 
Poles at that time. In their struggle to attain their goal, the Galician peasants 
murdered several hundred of the gentry and many Poles trying to join the army of 
insurgents. It was the most tragic multi-cornered political blood-bath. In the 
course of two weeks the bloodthirsty peasants burned down or destroyed more 
than hundred 400 manor houses and occupied more than one hundred villages as 
well as land belonging to the landlords. The peasants set up their own rule, 
electing bailiffs, and leaders from their ranks. Alarmed at these developments, the 
Austrian authorities, feeling that affairs were out of hand, sent troops to restore 
order. There was more blood-shed but finally the Austro-Hungarian Government 
was compelled to proclaim the abolition of serfdom, which was put into effect in 
the spring of 1848. (Maciejewski 1979, 47) 

 The first two-act version of Halka was written in Vilnius, 1847, and the premiere 

of the concert version was held in the Müller Hotel Hall on January 1, 1848. Moniuszko 

was penniless; therefore the stage performance did not happen until February 18, 1854, in 

the Vilnius Theatre. Since the premiere of Halka in 1848, the composer strove for a 

performance of his new opera in Warsaw, but the audiences of the Polish capital were not 

ready for such a topic for another ten years (Maciejewski 1979, 47-50). Moniuszko also 

knew that his Halka was not as complex and evolved as the opera that he and Europeans 

admired, Wagner’s Ring. In 1857, Moniuszko wrote a letter to his student, August 

Iwański, in which he explained the need for Halka to evolve:  

…My head is full of Halka’s first performance in Warsaw, so my 
contribution to your encyclopedia must – unfortunately – wait… Recently I have 
been trying my utmost to move with all my family to Warsaw for good, primarily 
because of the education of my children in our Polish language and better 
opportunities in musical education. I shall miss Wilno, but the Wilno of 
yesteryear and not the Wilno of today! The present Wilno has become an 
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unbearable town in which the wrong kind of people hold the key positions, people 
whom I would never invite to step over the threshold of my house.  

Eleven years have passed since the completion of my Halka. Having lost 
all my hopes for its performance I did not pursue this matter any further, when – 
quite suddenly one morning – I read in two different dailies that the directors of 
the Warsaw Opera House want to stage my opera. Do realize my surprise: 
pleasant and unpleasant, for I felt an urge to be present during rehearsals and ask 
them to stop learning the old version of my work. So not wasting any time, I 
immediately took a coach to Warsaw and looking at the whole situation from 
close quarters, I decided together with my librettist Wolski, to rewrite the whole 
libretto, for not only has my musicianship matured during the last eleven years, 
but also the opera resources are richer and the orchestra is more opulent and 
professional. The board of directors gave me permission to reshape Halka and I 
have completed this taxing work in two months. The old score becomes a new 
one with the additions of the following arias: Halka’s, Jontek’s, Cześnik’s and a 
new ballet: Polonaise, Mazur and Taniec Góralski (the mountaineer’s dance). All 
this should revitalize the rather grim plot and enlarge it to a fullscale opera. What 
will come next it is difficult to predict at this moment. At least I do know that 
soloists, choir and orchestra are all very sympathetic towards me and that the 
board of directors takes great care towards the final product and at any time might 
call me to attend in person the final rehearsals of my opera… (Maciejewski 1979, 
57-58) 

Moniuszko bisected the original two acts into a four-act opera with even more 

Polish elements. Besides adding several national dances, he changed Jontek’s role to a 

principal character sung by a tenor instead of a baritone. The composer also changed the 

name of Zofia’s father from Cześnik to Stolnik. One of the great additions was Jontek’s 

dumka which was preceded by a bagpiper’s folk tune with its sharpened fourth and a 

drone accompaniment enriching the national scent (Abraham 1985, 159-160). The new 

version of Halka was a great success, with the roles and synopsis as follows: 

SCENE: Podhale, a mountain region in the southern part of Poland; TIME: End of 
the XVIII century.  

CHARACTERS 

HALKA, a peasant girl (Soprano), 

JONTEK, a peasant boy (Tenor), 
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STOLNIK, landowner (Bass) and his daughter 

ZOFIA (Mezzo), 

JANUSZ, a young nobleman (Baritone), 

DZIEMBA, Stolnik’s administrator (Bass), 

BAGPIPER, a local highlander (Bass), 

GÓRAL, highlander (Tenor), 

TWO GUESTS (Tenor and Baritone), 

NOBELMEN AND HIGHLANDERS.  

 

ACT I.  

SCENE I – A lavish engagement party is taking place in the Polish manor house 
of the country squire, Stolnik. Zofia, his young and beautiful daughter has become 
engaged to Janusz, a nobleman. The spacious rooms and grounds of the manor are 
filled with guests of high rank and standing who dance to the music of a majestic 
polonaise. Once the dance is over Dziemba, Stolnik’s closest friend, sings an aria 
in praise of the engaged couple, wishing them perpetual love and unity. All the 
guests join him in spontaneously wishing good luck and long life to the happy 
pair and then address their congratulations to the families of each. Another 
splendid polonaise brings the scene to a conclusion.  

SCENE II – Slowly all the guests start leaving the party and Stolnik, together with 
Zofia and Janusz, remains. The young couple ask Stolnik for his blessing on the 
engagement and he, with great pleasure, fulfills their wish. This moving ceremony 
however is interrupted by the sad distinct aria of the young peasant girl, Halka, 
who is madly in love with Janusz whose child she carries. Zofia asks Janusz 
whose voice it is they hear but Janusz pretends he knows nothing, saying it is 
merely a peasant girl outside the house. Stolnik and Zofia are unaware of the true 
identity of the young Halka and interpret her song as being in praise of a small 
kindness from Janusz; a noble gesture towards a simple peasant girl in distress. 

SCENE III – Janusz, in a recitativo aria, sings out his heart which is torn between 
the love of a peasant girl and that of Zofia. He knows how Halka left her peasant 
boyfriend, Jontek, for him and he remembers how, in a remote part of the grounds 
belonging to his fiancée’s father, he told the poor girl of his love for her. He had 
asked her to wait for him at a place in the outskirts of the town close to the River 
Vistula where two holy statues and a crucifix dominate the scene. But he was 
untrue to his word. Halka, in a mad frenzy, returned to the grounds of the manor 
where she lingers in the hope of catching a glimpse of her beloved as he passes by 
the windows. Half in trance she sings out her love for Janusz.  
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ACT II 

SCENE I – The scene opens with Halka singing a beautiful aria “Gdybym rannym 
słonkiem…” (If I could only fly at dawn like a nightingale). She lingers, half 
hidden, amongst the trees in the grounds of the manor, being drawn, like a 
magnet, into close proximity to Janusz. 

SCENE II – Jontek madly in love with Halka, has left his mountain village in 
search of her. On finding her he tries his utmost to convince her that Janusz has 
no interest in her presence but Halka refuses to believe him and insists on going to 
the manor to talk to Janusz. Jontek follows her in despair.  

SCENE III – Dziemba answers the door and refuses to admit Halka and Jontek or 
even to announce to Janusz their presence. He requests their immediate departure. 

SCENE IV – Janusz appears and throws Dziemba away from the door in fear of 
Stolnik’s and Zofia’s hearing the uproar. He asks Halka and Jontek to leave at 
once. Jontek summons enough courage to voice his disgust at the way in which 
Halka is being treated, especially in view of the fact that she is an orphan.  

SCENE V – Stolnik and Zofia are informed by Dziemba about the young peasant 
girl, whereupon both Halka and Jontek are thrown out in a brutal manner.  

 

ACT III 

SCENE I – This takes place several weeks after the engagement party in a 
mountain village which has been owned for more than a century by Janusz’s 
family. It is Sunday and the peasants (Górale) are going to church to pray. After 
the mass all the women from the village talk about the forthcoming wedding and 
warn the young virgins to beware the advances of the young squire. While the 
elder folk gossip the young górale start dancing.  

SCENE II – Halka and Jontek return to their village and tell their friends of the 
harsh treatment which they received outside the squire’s manor. They receive 
much sympathy from their fellow villagers. At that moment a black raven is seen 
flying over the mountain pastures and the peasants interpret this as a bad omen. 
At the end of this scene the wedding procession of Janusz and Zofia is about to 
commence.  

 

ACT IV 

SCENE I – Jontek descends a mountain path and stops next to the entrance of the 
village cemetery. He sings an aria pitying Halka and her misfortunes. In the 
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distance he hears the sound of a village bagpiper playing a lament which seems to 
forbode some impending disaster. Jontek sings “Szumią jodły na gór szczycie…” 
(Fir trees shimmering on the top of the mountains).  

SCENE II – The wedding procession approaches the village church. Halka looks 
at her happy rival with a grief stricken heart. She is in great despair.  

SCENE III – In a duettino between Halka and Jontek, Halka pours out her 
tormented heart. Jontek cannot give any consolations; in his peasant simplicity he 
takes Halka to see the newly-weds at the church altar in the hope that, in the face 
of reality, she will come to her senses. This vision, however, has completely 
opposite results: Halka, half insane, wants to set the church alight and take her 
own life.  

SCENE IV – The hushed sound of the church organ together with the gentle 
response of the peasants singing is heard against Halka’s dramatic recitativo 
where she declares her weakness and that her little child, which is also that of 
Janusz, is dying of hunger and neglect. 

SCENE V – Halka decides to leave the church unharmed and to spare her beloved 
one but takes her own life. She makes her way to a mountain precipice and throws 
herself from it into the river below.  

SCENE VI – Jontek and his friends witness this tragic scene. They run after 
Halka to the precipice but it is too late. Dziemba leaves the church just after the 
tragedy and, completely unaware of what has happened, asks the peasants to sing 
a joyful wedding song to show their respect and constant loyalty to the newly-wed 
squire. (Maciejewski 1979, 106-109) 

Although Maicejewski (1979) placed the opera in Podhale during the late 

eighteenth century, this information was not specified by the composer. A detailed study 

of the libretto generates a speculation for the approximate time and place of the Halka’s 

story. The mountaineers in the opera must be the first clue that the place is somewhere in 

the Southern Poland, but not necessarily in the Tatra Mountains, often specified by 

historians. Rather, it may be in a wider region of the Polish Carpathian range. In the 

libretto, Janusz gives Halka instruction to wait for him in the suburbs at the Vistula River; 

it could be Cracow or Sandomierz. Moniuszko might have given the name Vistula as a 

symbol of Poland, and town, a place where noblemen lived.  This part of Poland was 
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occupied by Austria after the first Partition (1772), but neither the libretto nor the stage 

directions indicate that fact; therefore, Moniuszko and Wolski set the time before the 

Partitions. However, the libretto does talk about the “age decline” which is probably the 

second half of the eighteenth century. In 1764, the Polish crown was given to a 

landowner, Stanisław August Poniatowski, who dealt with exacerbation of the class 

struggle. Also, at the time, the peasant uprising broke out in Ukraine which battles spread 

to the Lesser Poland (Tatra Mountain region). These facts suggest that the action of 

Moniuszko’s opera took place in the 1760s (Bator 1983, 5).  

The long-awaited performance of Halka took place on January 1, 1858, at the 

Warsaw Opera House. The opera was received with approval and several curtain calls. 

Not only the added arias and dances were successful, but also the extended libretto 

helped this new version to come closer to the standard opera of the time (Baranowski and 

Dębkowska 2004, 42-43). 

After the Warsaw premiere of the four-act Halka, reviews appeared in all major 

magazines including Ruch Muzyczny and Gazeta Warszawska. The critics agreed that the 

dramatic tone of this opera seria was depicted not only in the libretto, but also the music. 

Halka began the development of a true national opera in Poland for years to come as it 

was the first opera that combined the text with music coherently, rather than a set of arias 

often seen in the Italian predecessors (Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 43).  

One of the most appealing reviews was written in Schumann’s Neue Zeitschrift 

für Musik (November 1858), by a German composer and conductor, Hans von Bülow 

(1830-1894) (Maciejewski 1979, 67).  
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The opera Halka made a striking impression in Warsaw, full of fanatical feelings, 
and has honorably compensated the composer for the struggles and depravations 
of many years past; whilst to his personal pleasure must be added the artistic and 
patriotic satisfaction that he has succeeded in raising the musical taste of his 
nation from that of smug complacency, content to have their ears tickled with 
Italian sensuousness, to a nobler level for the future (…) After Halka he must be 
described as a musician with decidedly original talent who, by virtue of the 
earnestness of his endeavor and the soundness of his musical training – his style is 
always utmost neatness and steadiness – can claim honorable recognition in the 
world of music.(Maciejewski 1979, 78) 

Although many critics and historians praised Moniuszko for his originality, some 

believed that the Polish opera was greatly influenced by the Italian forerunners. The 

combination of the Italian style and Polish rhythms gives the work a lively and tuneful 

charm, but also “courts mediocrity, allowing the well-tried formula to act as a substitute 

for genuine creative vitality” (Samson, Oxford Music Online).  

This estimable work shows clear dependence, both dramatic and musical, upon 
Italian serious opera of the generations just past, that of Rossini and Bellini. In 
Halka’s aria from the beginning of Act II the rhythmic regularity and occasional 
florid ornament of the upper range of the melody betray Italian parentage. The 
frequent construction of scenes from recitative and arias is, if anything, less 
flexible than the scena ed aria in mature Bellini; the orchestration and harmonic 
language, however, are richer and more varied. (Plantinga 1984, 361) 

In spite of the above, Moniuszko’s opera was distinct for its dramatic energy 

drawn by the soloists and the orchestra as a unifying force. This characteristic was very 

new in the genre, and therefore shows that Moniuszko was aware of the newly developed 

techniques. His mazurka in Act I was one of the best orchestral versions available at the 

time, and so were the highlanders’ dances perfectly portraying the joy of the peasants 

(Swolkień 1979, 86). By the inclusion of these national elements, Halka became the first 

example of a nationalistic opera in Poland just as did Glinka’s Ivan Susanin in Russia, 

and Smetana’s The Bartered Bride in Czech (Abraham 1985, 156).  
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This was the best Polish opera ever written, and it became a national treasure with 

its first performance. Halka was one of the operas which exemplified the shift of the style 

from the traditional set of the separated numbers, to the coherent musical drama 

introduced by Wagner (Jachimiecki 1924, 539). Although often compared to 

Moniuszko’s contemporaries, his opera depicts a number of original expressions 

(Jachimiecki 1928, 58). 

… No Polish dramatic composer had previously expressed by dance scenes the 
Polish national temperament so perfectly as Moniuszko has done. Halka contains 
in the first act a Polonaise, whose grave, courteous and noble manner makes it 
rank second only to the masterpiece of Chopin, though without the tragic or 
triumphant character characterizing the latter. This act of Halka culminates in a 
dance-scene, a “mazur”, which is one of the most brilliant products by the tale of 
an old soldier of Napoleonic times. 

The first part of the third act is devoted to depicting the popular customs 
of the Polish mountaineers, who here perform their original dances and 
amusements. Without making a study of highland melodies, Moniuszko makes his 
music breath (sic) their original rhythms and melodic themes… (Jachimiecki 
1928, 58) 

Moniuszko masterfully orchestrated the national dances, such as the polonaise 

and the mazurka, and most importantly his overture was well organized and introduced 

the themes and the mood of the upcoming drama.  

The introductory Andante presents the theme associated with Halka’s sorrow and 
culminates in a largo passage which returns in the final act just before her suicide. 
The main body of the movement (agitato) has a two-part structure with 
concluding Presto, akin to many Rossini overtures. Of the three themes in the 
exposition, the second appears in the noblemen’s drinking chorus in Act 1 and the 
third accompanies Halka’s pleas to Jontek in Act 2. The bridge between 
exposition and recapitulation introduces a theme from Jontek’s G minor aria in 
Act 2 and the theme associated with Janusz’s guilt. (Samson, Oxford Music 
Online) 

Jachimiecki (1928) brought attention to some of the finest examples of 

Moniuszko’s talent, but Hans von Bülow, in the article stated above, pictured even more 



details regarding the Polishness in the opera. First, he described the superiority of the 

Festival Polonaise that opened the first act. Here, Moniuszko introduced the audience to 

the noble couple newly engaged, Janusz and Zofia. This dance established the national 

character of the opera as the polonaise could hardly be more Polish (Maciejewski 1979, 

72-78).  

Figure 8. Polonaise (abridged piano arrangement) Act I, scene 1(Młynarski and 
Zawiłowski 1941, 41) 
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After the engagement was announced, Halka sang her very simple Kracovian folk 

song, Jako od wichru krzew połamany (As a Bush Thorn by Winds), that portrayed the 

peasant people, which was an excellent example of Moniuszko’s intent to depict the 

difference in the social status (Maciejewski 1979, 72-78).  

Figure 9. Halka’s aria Jako od wichru krzew połamany (As a Bush Torn By 
Winds) Act 1, scene 4. (excerpt) (Młynarski and Zawiłowski 1941, 45) 

 

Yet, the closing of act I is celebrated by another national dance, the mazurka 

(Maciejewski 1979, 72-78). In Act II, scene 1, Halka entered the garden of the nobleman 
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to meet her beloved one, but she was betrayed again as Janusz did not come to meet her. 

Bülow stated that Halka’s aria in G minor, Gdyby rannem słonkiem (Oh, I Wish I Were a 

Lark in Morning Sunshine), was one of the most beautiful and tender vocal compositions 

written by Moniuszko (Maciejewski 1979, 72-78), and Samson added that it was actually 

“a double aria, with the opening cavatina enclosing a nostalgic middle section in the 

major and the cabaletta leading directly into the next number” (Samson, Oxford Music 

Online).  

Figure 10. Halka’s aria Gdyby rannem słonkiem (Oh, I Wish I Were a Lark in 
Morning Sunshine) Act 2, scene 1. (excerpt) (Młynarski and Zawiłowski 1941, 
54) 

 

In the second scene, Jontek (tenor) declared love to Halka in a beautiful aria in G 

minor, A ty mu wierzysz biedna dziewczyno! (And You Still Trust Him Poor Faithful!), 

which was very Slavic in the frequent changes of the tempos and krakowiak rhythms. 

This became the most popular aria of the opera (Maciejewski 1979, 72-78).   
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Figure 11. Jontek’s aria A ty mu wierzysz biedna dziewczyno! (And You Still 
Trust Him Poor Faithful!) Act 2, scene 2. (excerpt) (Młynarski and Zawiłowski 
1941, 58) 

 

  

Bülow argued that the third act did not bring any value to the opera besides 

picturing the Polish native life of the mountain people. Moniuszko set this act in the 

village of Halka where peasants live their everyday life. They were Catholics, so the 

composer inserted the prayer in rhythms of the folk character. Moreover, the scene was 

closed with a peasant dance in two-four time which provided another national element 

with a picture of the peasant activities (Maciejewski 1979, 72-78). This ballet was added 

by Moniuszko for the stage performance in 1856 (Samson, Oxford Music Online). In the 

next scene, Moniuszko took the opportunity to portray the cruelness of the nobility by 

giving to Halka a melody full of sorrow after being betrayed by Janusz.  
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The last act was a continuation of the heroine’s misery through the plot and music 

(Maciejewski 1979, 72-78). Moniuszko portrayed the defeated peasant girl who 

committed suicide in the name of love that turned into insanity. Although Janusz, the 

nobleman, was responsible for Halka’s mental devastation, the villagers did not respond 

with grief or possible revenge, but instead they mourned over the dead body. Here 

Moniuszko touched the listeners with harmonious expression of humanity (Wilczyński 

1900, 122). Jontek’s lamenting dumka, Szumią jodły (Fir trees sway), expressed his deep 

sadness over Halka’s dead body with the slow rhythm of the mazurka making it the most 

touching part of the opera (Samson, Oxford Music Online).  Besides the sorrow of a hurt 

mountaineer, Moniuszko also depicted the lingual differences between the nobleman and 

villagers. Jontek’s words Dziewczyno Moja (My Girl) were not pronounced in the proper 

Polish, but the accent was shifted from the last to the first syllable. By bringing in the 

mountaineer’s dialect, Moniuszko ensured the true picture of the social differences 

(Wilczyński 1900, 132).  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 12. Jontek’s dumka Szumią jodły (Fir trees sway) Act IV, scene 2. 
(excerpt) (Młynarski and Zawiłowski 1941, 68) 

 

 

In spite of the tragedy, the opera ends with a joyous celebration for the newly-

weds in D major, a parallel to the opening of the opera in d minor. Here, Moniuszko 
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again depicted the social inequality and the relations between nobleman and peasant. He 

had considered a number of different endings for the opera including a peasant uprising, 

Halka’s rescue by Janusz, and Halka’s suicide. Moniuszko and Wolski knew that the first 

option would not pass the censor, and the second ending would not satisfy the grand style 

of the tragic opera; therefore, the third ending was most appropriate (Murphy 2001, 172). 

Halka was performed several times during the composer’s life. The production in 

Prague (1868) was conducted by Smetana, and Moniuszko received great recognition as a 

Slavonic composer (Prosnak 1980, 163). Also, performances in Moscow (1869) and St. 

Petersburg (1870) enjoyed an international acclaim (Prosnak 1980, 165). After 

Moniuszko’s death Halka was staged, among other places, in Kiev (1874), New York 

(1903), Milan (1905), Vienna (1926), Belgrade (1933), Leipzig (1952), and London 

(1962) (Maciejewski 1979, 90-105). In 1935, Halka was performed for the one 

thousandth time in Warsaw (Robinson 1982, 14).  

Straszny dwór (The Haunted Manor) 

A national mourning took place after the events of February 27, 1861 when five 

protesters against the Russian rules were killed by the tsar’s troops firing into the crowd. 

The oppressor’s administration issued, among other rules, a ban on the arts and closed the 

National Theatre in Warsaw (Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 50). Two years later the 

January Uprising broke out in 1863. Polish insurgents were bravely fighting against the 

Russian oppressor, but unfortunately they were crushed by the larger and better equipped 

garrison of the enemy (Maciejewski 1979, 86).  
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All self-government in Congress Poland was suppressed; all education was 
russified; the censorship of all arts became ruthless. No effort was spared to 
produce in the minds of young people a distorted image of Poland’s glorious past. 
(Maciejewski 1979, 86) 

Against this atmosphere, Moniuszko, inspired by the great national epic Pan 

Tadeusz written after the 1830 Uprising, composed his greatest national opera, Straszny 

dwór (The Haunted Manor). Maciejewski (1979) states that Moniuszko’s “main purpose 

in writing this opera was to cheer his countryman after the disastrous failure of the 

insurrection” (86). The values in this opera were not only to be found in the story itself, 

but the poetic fragments that illustrated the old traditions of the Polish nation and the 

patriotic scenes as well as the musical setting (Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 51).  

Much of the opera is set to the proud dotted rhythms of the polonaise, and toward 
the end the entire chorus barges in for no apparent reason with a high-energy 
krakowiak – a Polish folk dance from the Krakow region – which segues into an 
extended mazurka sequence that is a flat-out crowd-pleaser. (Rosenblum 2004, 
90) 

 Jan Chęciński (1826-1874), a Polish writer, wrote the libretto for The Haunted 

Manor in 1861/62. The story for the libretto was based on the collection of fairytales by 

Kazimierz Władysław Wójcicki entitled Stare gawędy i obrazy (Old Tales and Pictures). 

This was the same source that Wolski used for the libretto of Halka (Jachimiecki 1928, 

59).  

 Moniuszko had already had the pleasure of collaborating with the new librettist on 

two of his operas: Verbum Nobile, and Pariah. Chęciński was a well know translator of 

the Italian and French librettos, such as The Marriage of Figaro, Rigoletto, and La 

Traviata, and Moniuszko met him in the Warsaw Theatre (Abraham 1985, 162).  
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The January Uprising (1863) was a rebellion of the Polish noblemen and 

Moniuszko, in his opera, tried to portray them as good-standing citizens with their 

national traditions (Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 51). The opera’s plot depicted 

several patriotic episodes as well as the national character of the noblemens’ life. The 

action of The Haunted Manor took place in the first half of the eighteenth century when 

Poland was still free, and the noblemen were returning from the brave fight in coalition 

against Sweden in the Great Northern War (1700-1721). The libretto of the opera was 

therefore based on historical reality (free.art.pl 2000). The list of characters and synopsis 

follows: 

CHARACTERS 

MIECZNIK, swordbearer (Baritone) and his two daughters: 

HANNA (Soprano), 

JADWIGA (Mezzo). 

DAMAZY, legal adviser to Miecznik (Tenor). 

STEFAN, young army officer (Tenor) and his brother: 

ZBIGNIEW, young army officer (Bass).  

CZESNIKOWA, their aunt (Soprano). 

SKO ŁUBA, seneschal to Miecznik (Bass). 

MACIEJ, the brothers’ old servant (Baritone). 

MARTA, housekeeper to Stefan and Zbigniew (Soprano). 

GRZEŚ, farmhand (Tenor). 

OLD LADY (Mezzo).  

SOLDIERS, GUESTS, HUNTERS, PEASANTS.  
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PROLOGUE 

 Stefan and Zbigniew, two Polish cavalry officers (Hussars) return from the 
wars in 1750. They make a pledge not to marry since Poland may need them to 
defend her freedom. Marriage must take second place to patriotism.  

 

ACT I 

 The young brothers, Syefan and Zbigniew, return to their manor house 
where they are warmly greeted by their father and the servants. Suddenly 
Czesnikowa, their old aunt, puts in an appearance. She has matrimonial plans for 
her handsome nephews; she has some brides in prospect already! Stefan and 
Zbigniew inform their aunt of their vows of their celibacy. They intend traveling 
to the manor house of Kalinow where their father’s friend, Miecznik, lives. But 
they do not know that Miecznik has two very beautiful daughters, Hanna and 
Jadwiga. Czesnikowa, aware of the existence of these two beautiful girls (she had 
different brides in mind), tries very hard to convince her nephews that the manor 
house in Kalinow is haunted. The young soldiers are not afraid of ghosts, 
however, and, unperturbed, decide to go to Kalinów in spite of their aunt’s 
warnings. 

 

ACT II 

 Meanwhile at Kalinów the household is making preparations for the New 
Year’s feast. Amidst the hustle and bustle, Hanna and Jadwiga find time for some 
fortune-telling. Like their forbears, they adopt an old Polish medieval custom of 
predicting the future through melted wax. This, when poured into cold water, 
forms different shapes. The formation of the wax in the water suggests two 
heavily armoured knights, giving the girls the impression that they are destined to 
marry soldiers. Damazy, who during this time has entered the room looking like a 
French courtier about to dance a stately minuet, is not pleased at this prediction, 
for he has high hopes of marrying Jadwiga and at the same time of receiving a 
generous dowry. Miecznik now expatiates in the types of gentlemen he would like 
to see as his sons-in-law: they must be brave and willing at any time to shed their 
blood for their country as well as being good husbands. At this moment 
Czesnikowa arrives at the manor house to inform Miecznik that her two nephews 
are on their way to see him but they could not possibly fulfill his demands as 
future sons-in-law for they are cowards, weaklings and devoid of masculine 
virtues. On overhearing this, Damazy rejoices. The two sisters also hear 
Czesnikowa’s remark and, possessing a mischievous streak, this gives them an 
idea for an intrigue which they prepare for future action. 
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 The young noblemen, Stefan and Zbigniew, arrive at Kalinów and, 
suspecting nothing, cordially greet Miecznik. Together with the brothers arrive 
the hunters who have just killed a wild boar. 

 

ACT III 

 Damazy, incited by the plans which the two sisters have in mind for their 
unsuspecting guests, is himself inspired to participate and hides in the grandfather 
clock. The girls meanwhile bring to life the portraits of their ancestors which 
adorn the walls of the manor house. Everyone puts on a brave countenance except 
Maciej, who is much afraid. He discovers, however, Damazy’s presence in the old 
clock. Damazy, in spite of this, still insists that the manor is haunted and lies to 
the brothers Stefan and Zbigniew by telling them that the manor was bought with 
money obtained through the betrayal of their motherland. Stefan and Zbigniew are 
horrified and in disgust prepare to leave the manor at once.  

 Stefan admits he has fallen in love with Hanna and Zbigniew confesses 
that Jadwiga has conquered his heart.  

 

ACT IV 

 Damzy is in high spirits that the two young men are leaving the manor. 
Miecznik begs them for their reason in wanting to leave so abruptly and on 
learning about Damazy’s malicious lying determined to seek him out and punish 
him. Fortunately for Damazy, he is absent from the manor, having gone into the 
nearby town. 

 The scene changes. Sleigh bells and the sound of approaching horses can 
be heard, accompanied by the laughter and gaiety of skiers. Dancing youngsters 
break into the Krakowiak and then the Mazur. 

 Damazy returns and apologizes to his host for his deceit. He then asks for 
the hand of Jadwiga but is turned down. Stefan and Zbigniew are implored by 
Miecznik to hear the reasons why the manor is supposedly hunted. He reveals to 
the brothers that his grandfather had nine beautiful daughters, each of them 
marrying very happily and successfully at the young age. The neighboring manors 
had a profusion of unmarried daughters who grew to be old spinsters and these 
embittered old women, out of spite, called his house the haunted manor. 

 Stefan and Zbigniew, being madly in love with Miecznik’s lovely 
daughters ask him for their hands in marriage. He concents and so the scene is 
happily brought to a conclusion. (Maciejewski 1979, 117-120)  
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The opera was full of national elements, especially in the libretto, that showed 

Polish soldiers being ready to fight for independence. The most outstanding patriotic 

scenes of the opera were: the homecoming and vows of Zbigniew and Stefan, Miecznik’s 

polonaise aria, Stefan’s aria with carillon (chime aria), and many purely instrumental 

inserts. 

The opera begins with a patriotic message staging the two brave brothers coming 

home from war and declaring readiness to fight for the independence which was more 

important than falling in love and getting married. The scene with the armed noblemen 

was without a doubt, a skillful image of the recent uprising (Swolkień 1979, 88).  

Zamiast bezczynnie służyć w żołnierce,  
Wracamy z bratem w domowy próg,  
Lecz zachowamy zbroję i serce,  
Jak dla ojczyzny wypada sług. 

Instead of idly serving in military, 
With brother we are returning home, 
But we will keep the armor and heart, 
As the country servants should do. (Stefan - act I, scene I) 

 Further in Act I, scene 4, Moniuszko portrayed the image of the Polish home for which 

he and many Poles were longing. The manor was an actual place that Moniuszko visited 

as a child at Kalinów, Poland (Rudziński 1970, 19). However, he used it also as a 

metaphor for Poland. In fact, the word “haunted” in Polish also means “terrible,” and it is 

possible that Moniuszko described the manor as beautiful in the past, but referred to it as 

terrible at his present time (mvdaily.com). The trio of Stefan, Zbigniew, and Maciej 

invocate to the manor.  
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Cichy domku modrzewiowy, 
Otoczony cieniem drzew, 
Jak cię uczcić? brak wymowy, 
Bije serce, płonie krew! 
Cichy dworku wiekiem zgięty,  
Otulony w żywy plot,  
Witaj wspomnień skarbie święty! 
Witaj strzecho starych cnót! 

Silent house made out of lurch, 
Surrounded by the shade of trees, 
How to celebrate you? it is hard to say, 
My heart beats, blood is flowing!  
The silent mansion, bent by age,  
Wrapped with a hedge, 
Hello my dear, full of holy memories! 
Hello thatch of hidden virtues! (Stefan, Zbigniew, and Maciej, act 1, scene 4) 

 

Here, Moniuszko introduces the motive of the chime clock melody in the flute and oboe 

that will play a significant role in Stefan’s aria, act III (free.art.pl 2000).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 13. Trio. Stefan, Maciej, Zbigniew, Cichy Domku Modrzewiowy (Quiet 
Keen Lurch) (the chime clock tune indicated) Act 1, scene 4. (excerpt) (Jurgenson 
1898, 34) For translation see Appendix A.  
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Another important voice of nationalism is evident in Act II, when Moniuszko 

introduces Damazy, a legal adviser to Miecznik (Sword-bearer). The French-looking 

courtier, Damazy, is a symbol of distorted fashion that fled Poland after the Partitions. 

His duet with Hanna is set to a tempo di menuetto and orchestrated to a quintet which was 

different from the noble melodies heard before his appearance. Moniuszko’s goal was to 

express the difference between the foreign and the national customs (free.art.pl 2000).  

Damazy is an unwanted character in the opera because Hanna does not want to marry 

him, and therefore a symbol of unwanted customs imposed on Poland during that time.  

In Act II, scene 3, Miecznik did not only describe the values of his future sons-in-

law but, in fact, he gave a patriotic speech where every word was linked to the situation 

in Poland at the time. The bravest words were heard during this scene (free.art.pl 2000):   

Mieć w miłości kraj ojczysty,  
Być odważnym jako lew,  
Dla swej ziemi, dla swej ziemi macierzystej  
Na skinienie przelać krew, 
Na skinienie oddać krew!  

To have the country in the heart 
To be brave as a lion, 
For the own land, for the own native land,  
At the nod to pay blood! (Miecznik, act II, scene 3) 

Moniuszko took Mickiewicz’s technique of creating the memories of the old and 

good times (Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 52-53). Also, in the second act, 

Moniuszko inserted a chorus of country girls that depicted a very Polish character 

(Abraham 1985, 166).  

In Act III, scene 4, Stefan, in his recitative and aria, Cisza dokoła (The Silence 

Around), emphasized the importance of freedom, but the singer did not express himself 
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straightforwardly, but strucked by the chime clock melody, he brought memories of old 

good times and how much he missed his deceased mother. Here again Moniuszko utilized 

metaphors in which the idyllic image of the manor and mother were symbols of the free 

Poland (Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 52). The coded use of language was supposed 

to help send a patriotic message and avoid censorship (Hall 2000, 94). 

When in the famous “chime aria” – which is one of the most beautiful of 
Moniuszko’s arias – the words Oh, my dear mother since you left us… were 
heard, the audience had tears in their eyes and nobody doubted that the metaphor 
contained a picture of the mother-country in fetters. (Swolkień 1979, 88) 

Moniuszko provided orchestral accompaniment that supported the nostalgic tone of the 

aria by utilizing string tremolos with soft dynamics at the beginning of each stanza 

followed by a gradual change of dynamics and finally releasing the emotions. The 

unusual and striking part of the aria made the recurrent chime clock melody that helped 

depict Stefan’s memories of the past which was followed by his invocation of a lost 

homeland. This aria expressed feelings of Poles’ longing for and dreaming of a free 

Poland (free.art.pl 2000).   

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 14. Stefan’s aria Cisza dokoła (The Silence Around) Act 3, scene 4. 

(excerpt 1) (Jurgenson 1898, 216) For translation see Appendix B.  
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Figure 15. Stefan’s aria Cisza dokoła (The Silence Around) Act 3, scene 4. 
(excerpt 2 – The Chime Clock) (Jurgenson 1898, 218) For translation see 
Appendix C.  

 

 

The chime clock melody was very significant for two reasons. First, Moniuszko 

took the idea of describing the Polish manor from the epic poem that initially inspired the 

composer to write the opera, Pan Tadeusz by Mickiewicz. In the poem, the manor of the 

nobleman, Tadeusz, also contained a chime clock (Rudziński 1970, 19-20). Second, the 

clock represented time and progress, and Poland at that time was like a broken or 

“haunted” clock for years with no movement (mvdaily.com 2001). Moniuszko used it as 
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one of the objects in the manor to be haunted, and portrayed it beautifully in the aria of 

Skołuba. The aria of Skołuba and the recitative and aria of Stefan were the supreme 

scenes of the opera (Abraham 1985, 167).  This aria is the most famous, and even today 

every Pole knows it by heart. Skołuba informed the audience that the chime clock was 

broken for one hundred years, but if someone comes in, it will play the scariest of its 

tunes to frighten the intruder. Here, again the clock represents Poland that lost her 

independence a century ago, but the insurgents are not afraid to fight for autonomy.  

Another example of the patriotic stance in the opera was the aria of Hanna in Act 

IV, scene 1. The literary text of the aria was the female equivalent of Miecznik’s 

polonaise, but musically speaking it was probably the weakest moment of the whole 

opera.  

Któraż to która, tej ziemi córa, 
Nie drży z powicia życiem jej życia? 
Któraż to zrywa, boskie ogniwa, 
Co duszą spolą z rodzinną dolą? 
Gdy z woli nieba ofiary trzeba, 
Tu narzeczona trwogę pokona. 
Nad ślubne gody rycerzu młody, 
Sama ci wskaże świętsze ołtarze! 
Żona żołnierza trudów nie zmierza, 
Znakiem go krzyża do chwały zbliża. 

Who is that daughter of this land, 
Who does not tremble for the fate of her life? 
Who is the one that breaks the divine elements, 
That soul’s play of family fate? 
When there is the need of the heavenly will, 
The fiancée defeats the fear. 
For the wedding vows, young knight, 
She will point to the most sacred altars! 
Married to a soldier, she does not toil, 
With the sign of the cross, brings to the glory.  



Moniuszko, wanting to increase the virtuosity of the soprano, utilized the bel canto style 

which de-emphasized the important national issues in the text as well as the rest of the 

opera style (free.art.pl 2000).    

The patriotic moments in the opera were skillfully separated by a solo 

instrumental passage, usually oboe and clarinet, to relax the mood and bring the 

audience’s attention to the upcoming important part of the opera. Also, Moniuszko’s 

lively mazurka in Act IV depicted a very national character. The Polish dance is often 

performed as a separate piece, and therefore it is usually placed, not as intended by 

Moniuszko, but at the end of the finale (free.art.pl 2000).     

Figure 16. Mazurka (abridged piano arrangement) Finale (Jurgenson 1898, 282)  
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The opera was based on the Italian style as well as opera-comique, but with the 

addition of several national elements made it very Polish (Hall 2000, 94). The work was 

often compared to the style of Rossini, Schubert, and Auber because of the colorful 

orchestration (Glasow 1997, 42).  

The most captivating moments are those where he (Moniuszko) plays his Polish 
hand – the festive finale, with its choral krakowiak and orchestral mazurka, is 
invigorating – but it would be a mistake to deny the ‘Italianisms’ in favour of his 
Slavonic voice, since part of the charm is the way he wrote with vocal lyricism 
worthy of Rossini. The Act 4 aria for Hanna, a coloratura creation with 
impressive violin obbligato, owes much to Italian models. And the beguiling 
‘symphonic chimes’ that are pivotal to the plot seem to represent the best of both 
worlds: softly lyrical, they also evoke the old-style polonaise. (Allison 2001, 664) 

The premiere of The Haunted Manor was staged on September 28, 1865, at the 

Warsaw Opera House (Maciejewski 1979, 97), but after only three performances it was 

not heard again in Warsaw until 1914 (Allison 2001, 662). Because the libretto was very 

patriotic and depicted courageous Poles, tsarist’s censorship banned the opera after three 

performances (Maciejewski 1979, 94-95).  Although The Haunted Manor was not staged 

again during Moniuszko’s life, parts of the opera were performed, and for that reason, 

Moniuszko added a chorus to the existing Mazur (Baranowski and Dębkowska 2004, 53). 

In 1898, Pyotr Ivanovich Jurgenson (1836-1904) and his publishing company in Moscow 

edited the text of The Hauned Manor presumably to make it acceptable to the censor. In 

this edition, Moniuszko’s patriotic messages were substituted with text of nonpolitical 

implementation (Jurgenson 1898). The author has no knowledge if this version of the 

opera was ever performed in Moscow. A striking example of avoiding the censor can be 

drawn from Miecznik’s aria in the Act II, scene 3, mentioned earlier. The text written by 

Wolski is as follows: 
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Mieć w miłości kraj ojczysty, 
Być odważnym jako lew, 
Dla swej ziemi macierzystej, 
Na skinienie oddać krew. 

  To have the country in the heart, 
  To be brave as a lion, 
  For the own land, for the own native land, 
  At the nod to pay blood.  

However, Jurgenson’s edition changes the text to the following: 

 
Dotrzymywać słowa wiernie, 
Strzedz płochości, strzedz się zdrad; 
Czy przez kwiaty, czy przez ciernie, 
Prostą drogą bierzyć w świat. 

Always keep your word, 
Don’t be frivolous or infidel;  
Through the flowers or the thorns, 
Choose the simple route to live. 
 

Although written for Poles, The Hunted Manor was translated into English by 

George Conrad in 1970. The premiere of the opera’s English version was staged by the 

undergraduate students of the University of Bristol Operatic Society in February 4, 1971. 

It was a historical event for the Polish immigrants in Great Britain because Poland was 

again under Russian domination, and Moniuszko’s work full of patriotic messages, spoke 

to the hearts of Poles just as he intended it over one hundred years before (Maciejewski 

1979, 90). In the early 1890s, it was performed in Vienna and Prague (Abraham 1985, 

170). Also, a memorable performance was given in New York on April 24, 1927 

(Robinson 1982, 15). 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

  Moniuszko’s operas should not be neglected by western musicologists.They 

provide an essential part of the development of opera, and they connect with the rampant 

nationalism that moves the hearts of Poles to this day. The depth and importance of the 

message that Moniuszko sent to the beloved country through his music is closely related 

to all elements that comprise the nation, such as “common descent, language, culture, 

history, or occupation of the same territory, so as to form a distinct people” (Oxford 

English Dictionary 2009). Those elements form a national identity that is distinct from 

other nations, and that have an impact on the human psyche and behavior.  

The most important factors of national identity covered in Moniuszko’s operas 

were patriotism and nationalism. The first by definition is “love of or devotion to one's 

country” (Oxford English Dictionary 2009), and it was an evident characteristic of the 

composer himself and his strong sense of emotional and social connection with Poland. 

However, when it comes to nationalism in music, the reader must understand that there 

are several definitions which make a difference if incorrectly identified.  

Definitions of nationalism depend, of course, on definitions of nation. It is not 
likely that consensus will ever be reached on their precise meaning, since 
different definitions serve differing interests. One thing, however, has been 
certain from the beginning: a nation, unlike a state, is not necessarily a political 
entity. It is primarily defined not by dynasties or by territorial boundaries but by 
some negotiation of the relationship between the political status of communities 
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and the basis of their self-description, whether linguistic, ethnic 
(genetic/biological), religious, cultural or historical. (Oxford Music Online) 

 

Moniuszko lived and composed during the nineteenth century when Poland was troubled 

by the three Powers: Russia, Prussia, and Austria; therefore, independence became 

priceless. Moniuszko’s music should be looked at from the perspective of his position in 

an occupied country and, therefore, understood as works that carried a positive and 

inspirational meaning. The nationalism of the Romantic period emerged from the 

composers’ need to create a work that not only differed from the obvious German, 

French, and Italian style but also, that spoke about and to the inhabitants of their own 

country (Oxford Music Online).   

 The nationalism in Moniuszko’s operas embraced the composer’s goal to cherish 

Polishness in times of political and cultural instability. His music was not created only to 

enjoy for art’s sake, but also to evoke awareness that Polish culture was not lost to the 

oppressors, but deeply embedded in the history and tradition of the Poles. Moniuszko was 

not overshadowed by Chopin, but he had different approach to his art. 

Chopin and Moniuszko … The first looked to the future and his music was far 
ahead of his own and of the coming generations. The second of the two gave 
shape to the style of the recent past, uniting all the best features of Polish and 
foreign music in it. (Swolkień 1979, 84) 

The idiom of nationalism penetrated the two operas, Halka and Straszny dwór, and was 

evident in several forms; it provided a longlasting example of Polish music literature. 

Although Kurpiński and Elsner took the first steps in creating the first national operas, 

Moniuszko culminated their goal by creating a perfected outcome. The Polishness of his 
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operas was depicted through language, dance, folklore, literature, history, the political 

situation, and patriotic messages (Demska-Trębacz 2006).  

In the present time, Moniuszko’s name is better known outside Poland thanks to 

several organizations devoted to his works. Maria Fołtyn, a Polish opera singer, has 

promoted the two masterpieces, Halka and The Haunted Manor, around the world 

including in Turkey, Romania, Cuba, Mexico, and even Japan (teatrwielki.pl). Because 

the music of Moniuszko is innovative and comparable to the Western composers of the 

time, it is not difficult to please audiences around the globe as it speaks to everyone. “The 

highest qualities of his operas did not disappear with him. The sincere invention, 

spontaneity and attractiveness of Halka as a spectacle with strong social accents, appeal 

to audiences just as strongly today” (Swolkień 1979, 86). 

Jan Milun, the Director of the Stanisław Moniuszko Musical Society in Boston, 

Massachusetts, is one of the contributors promoting the music of Moniuszko. A former 

opera singer, Mr. Milun is a concert organizer on the musical scenes of the world. His 

concerts were dedicated to Polish leaders of the historical past and Pope John Paul II 

(niedziela.pl).  As per this author’s conversation with Mr. Milun, his main goal is to bring 

the Polish tradition and its meaning to the world. His concerts have been held around the 

world including in Poland, Belarus, Russia (Kaliningrad), Salvador and Caribbean 

islands, Canada, and the United States, in such venues as the Kennedy Library of Boston, 

Harvard University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and several conservatories of 

music. His productions included Moniuszko’s sacred music, overtures to operas, songs, 

and the symphonic works. The concerts were given to stimulate the patriotism of Poles, 
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and to express the words of John Paul II concerning the Poles abroad and their role in the 

foreign land. Mr. Milun links the two outstanding Poles, Moniuszko and the Pope, as they 

helped Poland during the political turbulences with their patriotic inspirations (Milun 

2010).  

Another organization that promotes Moniuszko in the United States is the Polish 

Music Center (PMC) at the University of Southern California. This organization is 

devoted to collecting the information on Polish music, and it is the only center of this 

type of research in the United States. The information can be found online at 

http://www.usc.edu/dept/polish_music/general/PMC_05.html, and also in the monthly 

Newsletter, Polish Music Journal, and Polish Music History Series. Although Moniuszko 

was not found in any concerts organized by the PMC, its resources on the composer are 

informative and accessible (usc.edu 1997).   

One of the most outstanding concerts of Moniuszko’s music in the United States 

was the production of The Haunted Manor by the international collaboration of the 

Paderewski Symphony Orchestra under the baton of Wojciech Niewrzol, “Musica Sacra" 

Warsaw-Prague Cathedral Choir conducted by Paweł Łukaszewski, Chicago PaSO Choir 

directed by Jadwiga Achimowicz – Niesiolowska, WICI Dance Company  

directed by Magdalena Solarz, and “Lajkonik” song and dance performing group 

directed by Halina Misterka. The opera was performed in Chicago in February of 2007 

by over two hundred singers, dancers, and actors under the baton of Wojciech Niewrzol. 

Most interestingly the scenery and costumes in the production from Warsaw directed by 

Barbara Kedzierska included realistic stage architecture, ornate costumes, and acctual 
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live horses. The concert was attended by five thousand spectators, and undoubtedly it was 

a historical event (concertpol.com 2007).  

Moniuszko wrote two exceptional operas that through a musical formulation 

depict their Polishness and he should be considered the father of the Polish opera. With 

his skill of incorporating national elements into operas, Moniuszko was able to lift the 

spirit of the Poles during these tragic times. At the present time, patriotism is still a very 

important part of national identity, and epic works such as Halka and The Haunted 

Manor serve as an example of art devoted to the country and its people, creating a 

sentimental perception of belonging and love.  
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Appendices 

 Appendix A 

Tu nam zabłysło życia zaranie,  
Matka pacierza uczyła nas;  
Ztąd ją do niebios zabraleś Panie! 
Jako anioła wolnego skaz! 

Here we started our lives, 
Our mother taught us prayers; 
From here you took her to heaven, Lord! 
As a blemish-free angel! 

 
 Appendix B 

Cisza dookoła… noc jasna, czyste niebo, 
Ksieżyc płynie swobodnie poprzestrzeni bez chmur; 
Tajemnych uczuć niepojętą wladzą 
Odbiera sen tesknotę naprowadza; 
Sercu marzenie staje sie potrzeba; 
Tak, tak, to straszny, bardzo straszny dwór, 
Prawde mówil Maciej stary, 
Są tu starchy, są tu czary. 
Ten niepokój nieustanny, 
Myśl o wzroku pięknej Hanny 

 
Silence all around ... a clear night, clear sky, 
Moon floats freely in the space without the clouds; 
With secret feelings of inconceivable power 
Takes away the dream and brings longing; 
But the dream becomes necessary to the heart; 
Yes, yes, it is a scary, a very scary manor, 
The old man, Maciej, spoke the truth, 
There are fears, there are spells. 
This constant anxiety, 
Think of the beautiful sight of Hanna 
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 Appendix C 

Z poza grobu dla pokuty, 
Wprowadza w obrot zegar ten popsuty. 
Przestał bić … A teraz gra… 
Boże mój! Melodya ta 
O jakież chwile przypomina?! 
Jak pod cieniem gęstych drzew 
Mój ojciec niegdyś w rodzinnem kole, 
Mnie, lub Zbigniewa, starszego (syna) 

From beyond the grave for its repentance, 
Brings the broken clock to work. 
It stopped working ... And now it does ... 
My God! This melody 
Oh what memories does it bring? 
Like in the shade of dense trees 
Once my father in the family circle, 
Me, or Zbigniew, the older (son) 

 

 




